
EDITORIAL
by Yvonne Agazarian

Since our last editorial we have laid down new
pathways, paved some, and done some road mending on
others. The newest path is the development of the Cohort
Group into a work group. This October, the group met fG
two days of ongoing experientiql wmk with me and then
transforrred into a task group working with Ken Eisold as
consultant. The product of the wmk is the organizational
chart on page 4. Several things make me proud of the
process so far in our transition. The greatest pride is that
we continue to work at all levels within the SCT
structure. Thus the Policy Action Group (PAG) spent a
weekend working out the organizational forrraq the
Cohort Group spent two days (with PAG members in
dual roles) paying attention to the "goodness of fit"
between our organic sense of how we want to develop
and the necessity of developing a structure to contain our
development. Then, we presented the current version of
organizational structure to tbe Core Group after the
November Austin Workshop and the Core Group gave it
unanimous support and approval. The next step is yours.

You will notice, as you look at the chart, and read the
definition of roles, Oat although the flow is essentially
hierarchical, the roles of those responsible for the
communication across the boundaries are ones of liaison
or mentor rather than as traditional leader. For example,
as you will see, people in the liaison roles serve both to
structure information within one system, and to transfer
that information both upwards and downwards between
system levels. They are not necessarily responsible fa
collecting the data themselves, tley are only responsible
for making the data available to any SCT member who
wants it (particularly where and when to meet and the
work agenda!). What the liaisons definitely do not have
to do is to "lead" the group. Leadership will continue to
be delegated by the group to those who "volunte€r" each
session to take the task and the maintenance roles, while
each member is responsible for maintaining the SCT
structure (disractions, subgrouping and surprises and
learnings) and to keep their eye on the work goal. People
in the mentor roles serve a guide function, enabling
members to develop the force fields that in turn will help
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them to identify &eir own next training steps in the
system. When all goes well, it is the members' force
field that serves the gatekeeping function at the
hierarchical boundaries. When all does not go so well,
there is snall PAG and large PAG to help detennine the
issues when the member, the mentor and the force fields
are in conflict. (see the definition of roles following the
organizational chart.) In my role as direc0or and owner
of SCT I still have the final accountability and authority.
Fran in her role of Director of Implementation has the
basic responsibility for implementing PAG decisions.

We are going into Ois transition in good shape.
Surprisingly often, SCT groups now live predominantly
in the phases of work and intimacy, r&ther than in the
phase of authority. It has taken a deep respect for the
norrrs and goals of SCT to achieve this, as well as a
considerable commitment to the SCT discipline to
maintain it.

SCT methods alone, however, are not enough to ensure a
work group-a discovery that the new authority issue
group is currently making and that the old authority issue
group knows only too well! Systems-centered methods
work equally well when directed towards the goals of
flight fight scapegoating, and resistance to change. It is
not the techniques ofboundarying and subgrouping per se
that lead to a working SC"T group, rather, it is the
developing awiueness of each member's sense of oneself
as a self-centered system relating to the goals of the
systems-centered context.

ONE FORK IN THE ROAD

Looking down the organizational pattr I see the
probability &at we will develop structures that will both
protect the values inherent to the practice of SCT as
well as set standards for its practice and thereby develop
a community to which one wants to belong. It is a
strange experience to realize that we have now almost
passed the point of no return, and that the new structures
we envisioned in the November Core Group Meeting
may actually become reality.

Implementing the chart implies licensing. Licensing
means implementing the guidelines for training that have
been developed through TAG, and developing methods
for measuring competence, which is the advisory task of
the Cohorts ad hoc licensing group. Licensing also
separates SCTI and SCT from my informal role with all
of you, and formalizes my role as owner, of both the
license and the projected Systems-Centered Press. Part
of the contract between the licensees, SCTI, and me,
will require SCTI members to use only tle Systems-
centered Press materials with their clients and in their
workshops. Some of the cost of the materials will feed
back into SCTI, most of the cost coming to me as the
owner of the license to fund my personal systems now
and in the future.

Implicit in the organizational chart that follows this
editorial are solutions to many issues that we did not
even lmow how to think about when we frst began.
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However, one thing we have lnown from the beginning:
Oe organization takes time, resources and energy. A
second look at the organizational chart makes it plain
how many of us are already putting their resources, time
and energy ino SCTI and SCT. And this is still only the
beginning. A further look down the organizational road
and the voice of the other subgroup tunes in.

Luckily-we are still just making the map of our
organizational road" We have not yet poured the
concrete. \Ye still have the other fork in the road to
explore-and perhaps to choose to travel.

TIIE OTHER FORK IN THE ROAD
The good thing about a fork in the road is that there is
always the other one. Are we curious? Do we want
licensing? Do we want the non-profit status of SCTI? Do
we indeed want anything more than a loose affiliation of
SCT practitioners who train as they please and feel free
to implement the methods of SCT as they wish? Some
of us may not wish to sit centercd! We may not wish tio
start each goup with "distractions" nor end it with
'surprises." We may not wish to undo defenses in a pre-
prescribed soquenoe. It may be too much to pennanently
give up the pleasures ofa good gossip, bouts of righteous
indignation, or the simple solution of taking care of
differences by stereotyping and scapegoating, lnowing
that the problem is "them" and not "us". SCTI requires
tm much time, too many resources, too much of orn
energy. I can feel my own energy surging as I join this
subgroup--my head and heart full of fantasies of
spending all my time writing and walking and talking
with my friends, and never ever think about how to
contain and administrate structure as it emerges from the
chaos of the unknown.

Which fo* in the road will we take? We will have to
wait and see. If we take the organizational forlq we have
the SCT methods that we can use to discourage
externalizations onlo the person of the authority and to
encourage members to r€late to their own authority.
Having learned how to manage the phases of system
development, maybe we will manage the transition from
an informal organization into a more fonnal organization
without the scapegoating that tends to be elicited when
authority and responsibility are delegated. We are NOT
at the point of no return, we are at the fork in the road. If
we take the alternative, we will once again be sitting at
the edge of the unknown, waiting to see how systems-
c€nt€red practice develops without the structure that has
contained it until now.

It's up to you, ttre SCT membership, to influence the
decision. Fill in and send back Oe feedback sheet and
read the organizational chart and definitions of roles.

Use your influencel
lf you don't want an organization....say so,

and say what you want instead.
Remember, in SCT, silence is assent!
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TYhat does the SCTo trademark mean to you?
Before you start an SCT group, do an SCT wortshop,
write an SCT article or book, use SCT materials, r
anything else that publicly claims the words Systems-
centeredo, Systems-centered therapyo or SClo, you
have to get the O.Ii from me, as the owner of the
trademark.

IIow do you get the O.K.?
There are two ways to get the OJ( The way we are
working now, you get the O.K by asking for it. The
s@ond, (on its way but not here yet!) will be by getting
a license.

What do you do now in return for the O.K.
As of now, you do nothing except use SCT in ways that
reflect the values of SCT.

What you do in the future ln return for the O.K.?
I am in the process of working out a formal, reciprocal
relationship between your use of the fademark, SCTI
and me. I will be proposing that you send into SCTI a
percentage of what you earn when you use SCT. lilhat
percentage do you think that should e? 5%? 2%? l%?
I will be requiring everyone who uses materials in their
work with SCT to buy them from the Systems-Centered
Press. (The SCT press is me!). A percentage of the
revenue from the materials will go to SCTI, and the rest
will go to me.

What will happen if you went to develop SCT
materials yourself.
If you want to design your own SCT materials, I am
proposing that you and I together agree on your design,
that Systems-Centered Press produces the materials and
makes them available to all SCT members, a percentage
of the profit will go to SCTI, and what's left over will be
divided between you and me.

What will happen If you want to put on an SCT
workshop
If you want to put on an SCT workshop, you and I
together will agree on your SCT workshop design and
you will get your workshop mat€rials through the SCT
press (as above).

Note: Here is another area you can influence by filling in
and sending back the questionnaire. on page 15 and 16.

scl€ cBouP
PSYCHOTHEBRPY

ln
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

with
FBAN CARTER & SUSAN GANTT

February e8, 1998

YVONNE AGAZARIAN
FRAN CARTER & SUSAN GANTT

october 23-25, 1998
Call Susan Gantt

(404) 352-5393, ExL 1

Make your voice heard through the SCT
Newslettef s two-way communication system!

Complete the Feedback
Questionnaire

on PaEc 15 & 16
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Recent Release
lrom Guillord Publications

Systems-Centered
fherapy for Groups

by Yvonn€ M. Agaza7i611
CONTENTS

lntroductlon: Autobiography ol a Theory
l. A Theory of Living Human Sydemc
1. An Overview of the Theory and lts Practice
2. Subgrouping
3. Boundarying
4. Defense Modif'rcation in the Phases ol Group

Developrnent
!1. Syeteme-Centered Practice
Phase One: The Authority lseue
5. SocialDefenses
6. Cognitive Defenses
7. Psychosomatic Delenses
8. Masochistic Defenses
9. Sadistic Defenses
10. Role Relationship Defenses
1 1. Resistance-to-Change Delenses
Phaee Two: The lntimacy lseue
12. Defenses against Separation and

lndividuation
Phaee Three: Life and lnterdependancy
13. Delenses and the Experienced SCT Group

Glossary ol Terms
Ref erencer
lndex

S40.00 plus handling
To order call: Guillord Publications, Dept. 3G

1 -800-365-7006
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SCT@ SYSTEM - PRoVISIONAL oRGANIzATIoNAL CHART

Yvonne Agazarian - SCT@Trademark owner and licenser

S$fiiIe

Administration:
Mickie Rosen

in non-profit umbrella of
Resoulces for Human

Development

Systems-Centered Trainingo Institute

PoIicy
Action GrouP**

Resources:
Consultanc Ken Eisold
Attorney: Pete Bosari

fiiil.:.tft

Special Interest
Groups

Work
Exchange

Product:
Systems-Ccntered

Training****

SCT License
YA

* SCTI will eventually have plenipotentiary power to license

't* To be made up of: Director (Yvonne Agazarian), Implementation Director (Fran Carter),

Secretary (Claudia Byrarn), Liaison to Liaisons (Anita Simon) and Area Liaisons (see next page)
*** Potentially includes Video Action Group and SAVI (System fm Analyzing Verbal Interaction)

**** UII[I{T: Wort of Training (function): Training contexts that lead to specific and full applications licenses

WHO: Trainers, Workshop leaders, Consultants, Members-in-faining, Licensed Members

Organizatlonal Development Action Group (Fran and Yvonne)

Liaison:
Mickie Rosen

+ Newsletter
Group

+ Journal
Action Group

+ Membership
Directory

Liaison pro tem:
Sydnor Sikes

+ Public
Relatiorrs
Advisory
Group

Liaisons:
Rich O'Neill &
Susan Gantt

+ Flnancial
Resources
Action
Group

Liaison pro tem:
Phyllis Croltra

+ Research
Action
Group

Liaisons:
Claudia Byram
& Fran Caner

+ Tralning
Action
Group

Place hold for
function of
Licensing and
Assessment for
Licensing

+ Ad IIoc
Licenslng
Commlttee

Systems-Centered Trainingo Network

SCT
Materlals
YA ***
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SCTI Acrrox Gnoups
SCTI Action and Adviscy Groups function using the
SCT structure. How the structure is practiced is a
function of the group-as-a-whole and its members, with
no one individual having the responsibility f6 the goup
function, whatever their lole. The recommended
practice, pioneered in Austin, is to have members
volunt€ef fc rask and maintenance leader functions at
each meeting, and to work in the SCT fumat of crossing
the boundaries with Distractions, followed by a wort
period and ending with Surprises. Reminder: On$ SCTI
nembers may work in an SCT Action or Advisory Group.
All SCT work groups can be observed by members c
non-mernbers of SCTL

Por.rcv Acrrox Gnour
This group has the function of containing, directing, and
setting policy fa the organization, including making
major implemencation decisions. Roles: the Director
(Yvonne) sets direction and provides vision; the Director
of Implementation (Fran) guides bringing the vision into
reality through the working goups. The Secretary
manages the formal lines of communication that go out
to the organization (minutes, scheduling). The Liaison to
Liaisons (Anita) provides the formal lines of cornm-
unication from Area Liaisons inlo PAG. Informal
communication comes through anyone. These fou roles
are the executive committee of PAG. Area Liaisons
bring into PAG information about the organization,
including new directions emerging from the bofiom up,
and issues to be addressed.. The PAG executive meets
weekly; the full PAG (PAG plus the liaisons from the
Organizational Development Action Groups) member-
ship will meet when it is important to have a broader
lnowledge base for decisions.

A xpw RoLE: Acrrox Gnoup Lrersox
The Action Group Liaison is Oe person who has
infonnation about the action group; fm example: where
and when to meet, where minutes of meeting can be
obtained, who are members of the group, whom to call
when not coming to the me€ting. Action Group Liaisons
represent the work of the action groups to PAG and tbe
work of PAG to the action group.

THn FurucrroNAl Ann^ls or SCTI
Communication
Liaisons - Mickie Rosen and Anita Simon.
Keep people inforrred inside and outside SCTI about
SCT relevant infomration (i.e., to develop, maintain and
use channels of communication). Eg., Journal, News-
letter, Membership Directory, and Public Relations
information. Work groups: The Newsletter Group and the
Journal Action Group.

Marketing/Public Relations
Liaison pro tem - Sydnor Sikes
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Take SCT out to the public and to p,rofessionals.
Membership development.
Advisory Group Members: Nina Klebanoff, Susan Lange,
Serge hengel, Mickie Rosen, and Sydnor Sikes.

Funding the Organizatlon
Liaisons - Susan Gantt and Rich O'Neill
Think about and put into place ways to fund SCTI
functions (e.9., research, member benefits, etc.,).
Action Group Members: Susan Ganu, Rich O'Neill, Fran
Carter, Steve Weinstein

Research
Liaison p,ro tem - Phyllis Golra
Develop and test hypotheses to validate the theory d
Living Human Systems and the reliability and
effectiveness of Systems-gentered practice, including
encouraging SCTI members to collect and process data,
fonnally and informally, and getting grants for formal
research.
Action Group members: Ron Coleman: Coordinator
Phyllis GoltrA Lrry Ladden, Rich O'Neill, Anita
Simon, Claudia Byram, Yvonne Agazarian

Training
Liaison - Claudia Byrarr
Manage raining curriculum; mentor; gate-keep Lt
training transitions; keep rack of training and raineps.
Action Group Members: Charlotte Kahn, Susan Gantt,
Rich O'Neill, Fran Carter, Steve Weinstein, Vicki
Wurrran, Claudia Byram, Anita Simon, Dick Ganley,
Rich Armington, Eliaine Dinitz, Susan Cassano

Licensing
Ad Hoc Licensing Group - To be convened by Elaine
Dinitz.
Recommend how to bring licensing into reality as a
function of SCT[, beginning with a "specific
authorization" license.
Ad Hoc Group members: Dick Peters, Una McClusky,
Elaine Dinitz, Anita Simon, Rich Armington, Claudia
Byrarn, Susan Gantt, Fran Carter, Yvonne Agazarian,
Dick Ganley
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by Mickie Rosen

THE SCTI ORGANIZATIONAL STRACTURE
As the SCTI organizational structure takes shape, my
role as Administrator fu SCTI becomes more clearly
defined and takes on new dimensions. Within the new
structure, I am the Liaison between PAG and the Action
Groups involved with the communication functions of
SCTI - The SCT Training News, The SCT Journal and
the Membership Directory. New roles have emerged
within the Newsletter and Journal Action Groups as they
have "developed and transforrred" in their structure and
function.

THE NEWSLETTER:
The Newsletter Group GNG) When the group fonned
in the spring of 1995 it was so full of creative ideas and
energy that a newsletter was insufficient to contain it -thus the idea (and reality) of the SCT Journal was bom.
Now, five newsletters later, the group's function shifted
from exciting creative developmental wmk to mundane
maintenance tasks - which Work Exchange can do.

Charlotte Kahn (Copy Editor), Verena Murphy (Assistant
Managing Editor), and I do what it takes to put the
newsletter out. We communicate with each other by
phone or fax (without ever seeing a face). Submitting
articles, reports, and feedback is the way that YOU, the
SCTI membership can be pat of the Newslener Ciroup.
So, call any one of us to let us lalow what you'd like 0o

see in print.

Two-Way Communication: SCTI is striving to create a
newsletter &at will be a vehicle for two-way
communication. (see Anita Simon's article onpage 1l)
Be a contributor and make the newsletter the kind of
document you want to read: have a voice and make the
organization one you want to belong to by filling out the
feedback sheet on page 15. We look fonvard to lively
interaction with you via the pages of fuhrre newsletters.

Theory Group Learning: In this newsletter we are
launching a section devoted to surprises, learnings and
expansion of ideas that emerge from the theory goups
within the SCT netwuk. Brief highlights, or more
elaborated new concepts, or ways of understanding
theory are welcome.

So please, don't let theoretical gems slip away; note
tbem while they are fresh and share them with all of us

in the next and subsequent newsletters.
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THE SCT IOURNAL
Illstory: Filled with grandiose excitement, the idea fa
an SCT journal popped up within NAG when we saw the
need to discriminate between the time-sensitive
organizational and training information appropriate for a
newsletter and the longer, more scholarly articles we
thought more appropriate for a journal.

Due to the large amount of wmk required to publish a
journal, JAG split off from NAG to become a separate
group. JAG, facilitaed by Irene McHenry, added new
members wbo were interested in doing editorial work -Charlotte Kahn, Rich O'Neill, Dick Peters and Beulah
Trey. Our new group defined itself as an "Editorial
Board" who, in the editorial process, worked with
authors towrd mutual learning.

JAG meets PAG: There were a number of reactions
within PAG and in the membership to the second journal.
So, primed to hear criticism, JAG met PAG over lunch
one day in December. One subgroup did not expect to
have the positive, exciting learning experience that we
had, while the other subgroup was eager for this
collaboration. We created a force field aimed at
surfacing the implicit goals for the journal and
discovered, (some of us for the first time) the power of
using a force field in this way.

Driving Forces Restraining Forces

Cover appealing.

. Each article has something
of interest.

. Theory and applications
represented in Joumal.

. Addresses both SCT
knowledgeable and not SCT
knowledgeable people.

. Use of footnotes for theory
forpeople new to SCT vs.

repetition of it in text.

. Connecting SCT theory and

practice with other theories.
(beginning of generalization)

. t ack of clarity for goals of
Joumal.

. Direction and goals of
many articles unclear.

. [,ooks, reads like a research
journal -APA. Pretentious,
language too formal, and

some articles labored, with
loss of spontaneity.

. Repetition of SCT theory-
preaching to the converted
and unintelligible to the
people outside SCT.

. Use of SCT lsnguage
without explanation to

readers outside.

. Shoe-horning good ideas

inlo SCT shoe. Rehash of
SCT theory.
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Driving Forces Restralning forces

. Author's use of first prson.

. Diversity of applications:
Compare/contrast
similarities/differences.

. Editors' work with authms -

a learning for both SCT
members in either role.

. Alena fq members to
develop themselves in tbeir
thinking and writing.

. Not a teaching Journal
about SCT. Is for SCT
members to increase
learning & build on things.

. Passive voice.

. No opportnity for two-way
communication.

. Editorial scteen for quality
and focus not working yet.

Lack of clrity of
goal and rob of oditre.

. Journal reflects peoplo's
development along that
point in time.

. No point in rehashing SCT

- as in writing I t€rn paper.

The lmplicit goals intuited from the force field below
were:
o Arena for members to write
o Wish to get published
o Show off knowledge of SCT
o Increase SCT members leaming
o Train SCT members in writing
. Push to get a joumal out/published
o Integrating knowledge of SCT

New Direction: The reward - tbe "carrot" that Oe
"donkey" got - was a clear picture of the direction
we'd like futue journals to take.

An in-house Journal: We discussed the audience fa
the journal and clarified that the SCT Journal is an in-
house journal for SCT members with the following goals:

The primary goal:
. to increase the leaming of SCT members.

Secondary goals are:
. to develop SCT members' skills in writing articles

for publication
. to give SCT members an arena in which !o publish

their ideas about SCT theory and practice
o for the SCT organization !o have a published journal

for its members
. to integrate SCT knowledge

We plan to make the journal an interactive process.
In order to accomplish this we will:
o assign or choose "Editorial Mentors" to wort with

authors, guiding them through a developmental
writing process.

o provide a brief review of the interactive process of
editing at the end of each article - a kind of
"surprises and learning" written by the author about
the process.

o provide a section in the journal for "Letters to the
Authus." This section will also include authors'
responses to the readers'comments and questions.
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. encourage direct communication with auoors via e-
mail.

o invite the editorial mentor !o writ€ a final paragraph
with questions and comments dircct€d to 6e general
readenhiP.

Modellng: In qder to test whether this tr*,G'way
communication will wort and to provide a model fr
others, Irene McHenry has writlen about her learnings
through the ediorial process, Anita Simon has written
comments qr Irene's article, "Integrating and Trans-
forming Cfief. ......", to which Irene in hrrn, h4s responded.
(See reprint of SC" Joumal article on page 1l with
Dialogue between Reader and Author on page l4).

Give us feedback about the direction we are taking and
about our trial run. (Use feedback sheet on page l5).

Next JAG/PAG Meeting: Monday, February 2nd from
l2:3G2:00 pm at Yvonne's house with Charlotte and
Rich on spealcer phone. SCTI members, call me if you
are interested in receiving a copy of the minutes ftrom
the December lst JAG/PAG meeting.

DIRECTORY
Membership: There re currently 142 active members
in SCTI. ltis time now to renew for 1998! If you have not
already done so, send your $55 dues to me.

March 10th is the cut off date for including any updated
information in the next directory. Fill out Oe
Application/Renewal Forur on page 17 if you want to
add 6 makes changes tro the way you are listed.
Members who didn't renew in 197, rejoin now, if you
want to be listed in the new directory.

Outreach: The new Marketing/Public Relations Crroup
will be exploring outreach ideas to recruit new members
and make personal connection with inactive members for
feedback. If you want to help in this effort" contact
Sydnor Sikes, Marketing Liaison pro 0em.

Renew Your SCT\

MemberohiV Now
for 1990

Remember you need
to be a member to:

be an active member of an Action Group

apply for the Work Exchange jobs

apply for invitation to a S-Day Training

apply for license to use SCfTrademark

To change inforrnalion in your listing
in the 199711998 Mernbership Directory

Gonplete Application on page 17

a

a

a

a
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As SCTI develops, TAG is also changing! As part of the
increasing differentiation of authoriry, accountability and
responsibility throughout SCTI (reported by Yvonne in
the editorial), the Training Advlsory Grotrp is becoming
the Training Actlon Croup. So far, the idea is that TAG
will take up responsibility for maintaining and
developing curriculum, for communicating curriculum to
members, and for mentoring and keeping track of
members as they move through training. That's quite a
new chunk of work!

IIow TAG came to be - This may be a good time to
review the history of TAG, how it came to be and what it
does. TAG was formed at the very first Core Group
meeting, in Novembet, 1992, when Yvonne asked who
was interested in advising her and the potential
organization about training issues. Since then, our
membership has changed, some members becoming less
active or dropping out" others joining as they could see a
functional connection between their wod< and TAG's
wo,rk. Over the years we have ridden out the turbulence
of our own authority issues, explored and mastered the
art of working in long-distance conference call
connections - sometimes with as many as 12 people!

- and fed back into the SCT membership infonnation
about its training structures as we saw them emerging.
Thus TAG contributed to the framing of training levels
(Foundation, Intennediate, Advanced and Trainer),
worked out the training objectives fm Foundation and
Intermediate Levels (so far), and has taken the first steps
in making explicit and adding structure to the emerging
mentoring and assessment process, as feedback to
trainees and to the organization.

All this has been in an advisory role to Yvonne. The
development and implementation of training remained
with her, and then increasingly with Fran and others who
began to work with Fran and Yvonne to develop training
groups. As SCTI membership increases and ,rs the
"patlways" of training continue to emerge, it is rn
longer possible for a few individuals, no matter how
resourceful, to carry most of the functions and most of
the work.

The upshot has been to parcel out to TAG those
functions most closely associated with its work so far:
formalizing curriculum, in the form of specifying
learning objectives and providing information about what
training is available and where, mentoring members'
progress through training, and developing an assessment
process for training. Over the next few months we will be
working together to define what all that means (output),
and the implications for how TAG organizes itself

(structurally), and how we operate (functionally). We
will let you lnow how we do in the next Newsletter. If
you are curious sooner than that, contact me, the liaison
at (215) 561-0340, e-mail cbyram@uscom.com, or talk
to any TAG member.

On a very practlcal note - since our last report in the
July 1997 Newsletter, we have met twice by tele-
conferencing, focusing our attention on the issues raised
by the Assessment Log that we circulated at the April
1997 Core Group meeting. We have used ourselves as
sample mentees, and identified driving and restraining
forces to using the Log to structure infonnation about orn
raining. If you are int€rested in trying out an Assessment
l,og and contributing your own observations, please
contact TAG.

So, we are at the edge of the unknown again! TAG
members are holding a mix of feelings - at the very
least excited, curious (when we catch and undo negative
predictions), sober (when we catch and undo positive
predictions), interested in what "this" turns out to be,
and eager! So, that's a start on the subgrouping we will
be doing at our first meeting as the Training Action
Group in December.

The next phone conference meeting is on Sunday,
January 4th at 4:30 EST. If you want to observe, call the
liaison. (fhe cost of the telephone call is about $25.)

group has four members, Phyllis
Anita Simon, Elaine Dinitz, and

Action is our middle name, "from Vague to VAG" is our
motto. We are product oriented and have high value on
socializing as part of the driving force for work. We
completed our frst video training tape "Giving and
Receiving Feedback" in five meetings of the whole
group. At our last meeting in October we discussed an

idea from Yvonne for our next video project - to do
somettring on the creation and use of force fields. We got

no response to our newsletter requests fu any tapes of
SAVI Red Light Behaviors, so we dropped that project
for the time being.

Our next meeting is Thursday evening, March 26th in
Philadelphia. We are going to video tape ourselves brain
storming a force field for use in the SCT community. We
are interested in new members wbo have access to
multimedia equipment and who have audio-visual skills.
We'd also like to lmow what you would like to see VAG
doing in the futue.

Stay posted!

VtdbAd;*o q"*f k4^l
by Eileen Jones

The Video Action
Goltra, (Liaison),
Eileen Jones.
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k+",r1 0"* Ar^al;"r SAf
by Sydnor Sikes

The week before Thanksgiving, Austin accomplished a
second successful 5-Day SkiX Training and 5-Day
Authority Issue Group (the first meeting of Oe new
authority group!), followed by the 3-Day Training
Workshop, similar in format to the weekend trainings in
Philadelphia. Althougb our Austin \Yottshops are llow
administered in Philadelphia, there was still a lot to be
done locally by the vry active Conference Organizing
Group (COG) co-chaired by Linda Scott and Neil Snipes.

In the MAG/Core Business Meeting following the week-
en4 Yvonne and Fran presented the latest version of the
SCT Provisional Organizational Chart (originally devel-
oped by the Policy Action Grop and revised to reflect
the work of the Cohort Group in early November.) The
six action groups in SCTI are now Communication,
Marketing, Funding, Research, Training, and (only as
long as the job takes) Licensing. This is a good time fa
any Austin folks with time and energy to think about
whether they might contribute to SCTI by joining one of
these work goups. The liaisons for each group will
communicate with the Policy Action Group, attending
meetings as is useful.

There have been a few changes on the local raining
scene. l) Roll Fellows has taken a sabbatical and the
members of his raining group have transferred to Susan
Cassano and Rich Arrtington's training group. Sydnor
Sikes and Susan Lange are planning to start a new
training group that is expected to get undenvay in
January m February. Anyone interested, please call
Susan at (512) 346.-1795. The meeting time for the group
will be set with input from members. 2) The charter
Austin training group, which met for years, either
leadedess or with leaders volunteering on a weekly
basis, has struggled a long time with the question of
whether the authority issue can be adequately worked
without at least semi-permanent leaders. [.ast summer
the group chose Rich Arrrington and Susan Lange to
lead the group for a 6 mon& period. This is working very
well, and the members are happy with the change. 3)
The supervision group, meeting on alternate Wednesdays
from the training group with many of the same members,
has also made a change. Members felt that a strict
supervision fomat was not satisfying all the desires of
the group, (especially since anyone who has been to a $
day training can go to a phone supervision with Fran
Carter on the second and fourth Tuesday of the month,
and anyone doing SCT work can join a fairly new
supervision group led by Susan Cassano and Rich
Anninglon. So, this group turned into a "freewheeling"
SCT sody group. The group will address pressing
supervision requests, but will mostly discuss topics of
interest, ranging from theory or technique questions, to
book chapter studies, to looking at how SCT compares
with and works in conjunction with otler systems like
EMDR or bioenergetics. Anyone who has been a mentor
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in the 5-Day Skill Building is welcome to join this group
(during one of the "enrollment periods" following each
5day skill dnirg). Prospective members are invited to
visit twice, without making a commitment, !o see
whether they like it.

Last fall the Austin TAG hetd two one-half day retreats,
led by Juli Fellows, to do a needs assessurent for training
in Austin and to plan implemencation. These generated a
lot of focus and direction, which have taken us througb a
liule over a yeal. Many of the goals of these meetings
have been met and there is energy now for another
retreat, again led by Juli Fellows. The date for this has
been set for lanuary 9, from 8:00 am to 12:00 noon, in
Rich Armington's office. The Austin MAG/TAG is
boping fu some new bloo( to make sure that
newcomers O the SCT community have a voice. This
would.be a good time for any interested members to give
it a ry. There is a regular MAG/TAG meeting Oe
following My, January 10, 10:30-11:30 in Rich
Amrington's office; new members may come !o this.

Einally, there will be another SAVI Training late Spring
or Summer. At the next meeting Juli Fellows will be on
staff with Anita Simon, and, after that, will be certified
!o lead beginning-level training in Austin whenever it is
wanted. Anita will probably continue to give advanced
raining here.

start wils made at
for a new Public

Nw Pr^ll;i Ril/^i;a4^4

At the Cohort group meeting a
identifying tasks and members

Arl;*o q"*f by sydnor sikcs

Relations Group. Serge Prengel in New York has already
been working on PR materials to send out to people.
New tasks will be to brainstorm ways to market SCT, to
bring in and keep new therapists in training, and to
market to insurance companies. More tasks may emerge
as we learn what ideas people have. We welcome all
who have some interest in one or mone of these tasks to
bring their ideas and energy. If you have had ideas about
public relations or marketing, but don't want !o be in the
group, please call Sydnor Sikes (512) 469-0582, Nina
Klebanoff (212) 724-5616, Susan Lange (512) 346.1795,
or Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818. We have arranged fa
the five of us to have our first phone meeting on Friday
January 16th at 11:00 am Fastern Standard Time.

TO RDOPT-R-PHGE
in the

NEHT SCT JOUBNRL

Contact: Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818



Re4r/-cl. Arl;*o Q"*f
by Ron Coleman: Coordinator

Members of the Research Action Group (RAG), Phyllis
Goltra larry La&len, Rich ONeil, Anita Simon,, and I
met on December 5, 1997. There was energy arising from
the fact that this was the first formal meeting of the
group!

We decided early in the meeting that one of the group's
tasks was to have fun! We explored the role of RAG and
its relationship to PAG and tte SCTI membership.
Thinking about the group's job description, we
considered the importance of the following areas: a
research agenda; strategies to evaluate SCT theuy and
practice; sequence (which research might best be done
first); encouragement of data collection, analysis, and
communication; support of members' research ideas and
their implementation.

Part of the discussion centered on monitoring the
research. Would RAG review ethical concerns, such as
safety and confidentiality, and other issues related to
research with human subjecs? Who will keep the data?
Is it stored safely?

RAG members also brought several perspectives to a
consideration of the possibility of getting funding fr
research. During the meeting, several members referred
briefly and enthusiastically to their own research.

The next meeting will take place on January 23,1998, at
12l.25 PM, when the Saturday series at Friends saff
assembles.

Call me with ideas fm the Research Action Group. Let
me know of your research activities and interests; then I
will pass them along in this column. And let me know
whether you ue interested in joining this action group.

f' r4^/-r,<;v,1, Rca,"r,.u*t A rl;r
q"*f UffuA, rrom Rich o'Nei,

By now most of you should have received our letter
asking for a contribution towrds our goal of raising
$18,000 to fund Systems-Centered Training@ Institute
activities. This is in line with our working towards
achieving financial autonomy from Yvonne who paid
l00%o of SCTI costs up until last year. We have nearly
reached 40% of our goal. Tha*s !o those of you who
have contributed. If you have not yet done so, please
send a check or credit card information to SCTI c/o
Mickie Rosen, 70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley,
PA 19006. Make checks payable to SCT/RHD.

Any donation is tax deductible since SCTI has non-profit
status under the auspices of Resources fa Human

Development. As such the following statement is in-
cluded with all messages of solicitation:

Bc confident h your chaitabk giving. The
SCT@ Institute is a division of Resources for
Hwant Developnent, Inc., a registered
clraritable orgmiution. In occordotce with
Pennsylvania law, we are required to advise you
tlat a cory of our fiaancial infomwtion ray be
obtairud lrom tle Pennsylvania Departmcnt of
State by calling 14&732-0999. Registration
does rct imply endorsement.

The members of the Financial Resources Action Croup
are Fran Carter, Susan Gantt, Richard O'Neill, Sydnor
Sikes, and Steve Weinstein.

If you want to become involved with the Financial
Resources Action Crroup, please contact Liaison Susan
Crantt (414-352-5433) or Liaison Rich O'Neill (315464-
3120). We meet by conference call three or four times a
year.

Thank you fo,r your interest and support.

W",,1 Ee/^/,,* Rcta,,t
from Eileen Jones

The Work Exchange system has been clearly defined
and now is running smoothly. With the computerization
of record keeping for Work Exchange, we are able to
keep track of credits and balances in each person's
account. The voucher system for making work exchange
payments has been working well and mo$ accounts
have been reconciled. Be sure to submit new vouchers
to either Mickie or Bertha for approval for work done
that has not yet been credited, and they in turn will see
to it that your WEX payment is applied to your account.
No voucher, no credit! Just a bill.

Now that the SCTI system-as-a-whole contains WEX,
my role as organizer and developer of the Work
Exchange Program has been completed. This is very
satisfying to me. SCTI members can now relate directly
to Mickie Rosen in Philadelphia or Bertha Kondrak in
Austin, rather than to me, to inquire about available
work exchange jobs. My energies will continue to flow
into VAG and I am looking for a new project.

WORK EXCHANGE
No Vouchers - No Credit

Just a Bill!
Contact Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818

for information about
available pbs and rates of exchange.

Make copies of votrcher printed on page 27.
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T.t,arl fu qd {, l"<rua^^lTun
Wa, 0ar"r"r,*,<ti;* u:ili gll

,
by Anita Simon

My writing 0o you is a step toward the goal of making it
easier and more enticing to exchange infonnation among
members of the Systems Centered Training Institute by
using the Newsleuer as originally intended: a vehicle fr
managing two-way communication within SCTI.

Each issue of the Newsletter will include a tear-away
and mail-back sheet designed to make it easier for you
to voice your ideas, proposals, and requests 0o the
various SCT working groups. The forrr lists tbe working
groups in the organization that are seeking YOLIR
membership and/or input and also provides a way to
keep track (while you are reading the Newsletter) of the
various actions you want to talce, such as renewing your
membership or getting more infonnation about a training
group tr worlshop.

You can exercise your authority to help manage the
Systems Centered Training Institute by completing this
form in each Newsletter and returning it o Mickie
Rosen. YOU renrrn these sheets; WE funnel them where
you want them to go. Anq please feel free to give us
input on the fomr itself. Lrt us lnow how it can be
improved.

To help revitalize the forrnal (written) two-way com-
munication between the SCTI membership and the
various working groups (ike the Training Advisory
Group, the Financial Resources Group, Research Group,
erc.), I am trying out a new role this season: Liaison to
Liaisons. "What's a Liaison?" you might ask? A liaison
is a connection, and in the SCTI organization the
Liaison is the person responsible fo keeping track of
meeting dates, and times, and for seeing that minutes
are taken and disseminated. Thus the role of Liaison is
different from SCT leadership roles.

As Liaison to Liaisons, I fonnalize communication
among the Liaisons of the various working groups and
the SCTI membership, primarily through the Newsletter.
In this role I am in a working partnership with Mickie
Rosen in her role as Liaison fm Communications which
includes the Newsletter, Journal, and Membership
Directory working groups.

If you are in my boat, you arc too busy to take the time
to fill out this response form. That reality is a restraining
force to SCT's remaining a vital, growing organism. My
driving force for seeking active two-way communication
between the rranagement and membership subgroups is
that I want SCT to continue to be a viable, growing
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organization that will provide SCT faining even after I
am no longer round tro want faining. You too?

Throughout this newsletter, there is information about the
logistics of various SCTI working groups. If you sense
that you would have fun and leam; and you have
r€sources, motivation and energy to work in any of these
gfoups; contact the Liaison for more infonnation.

TunWe"rM"*
lk SCI l"r,^r*t: A,,l;,rt, R4*a V
D;.la*t k|*c* Rca/ot a,r^l Ar,rl,*
by lrerc McHenry and Anita Sinan

INTEGRATING and TRANSFORMING GRIEF:
A Phenomenological Account from a Member's
Experience in a SCT Training Group
Reprint: Irent McHenry, SCT lourtwl, VoL2, 1997
INTRODUCTION

Phenomenology is a descriptive methodology involving an in-
depth exploration of a phenomenon in order to attain a greater
understanding of it an understanding that is free from culturd
norms and expectations. The goal is to understand the essential
stnrcture of the phenomenon under study. E&rurd Husserl, a
German mathematician and philosopher is considered the father
of phenomenology. Husserl, an avid critic of logical
positivism and the mechanistic scientific worldview, believed
that the sciences had brought culEral disaster by looking
analytically at pbenomena without considering human
experience. His work highlights the continued importance of
phenomenological inqurry for the renewal of tbe social
sciences (Husserl, 1970).

To do pbenomenological research, one must begin with one's
own awareness of experience. Members of a systems-centered
training group arc coincidentally trained to develop I
pbenomenologist's perspective in that a systems-centered
training group provides a strucirre for learning to attend to and
describe one's own awareness of present experience.
"Phenomenology is not an altemative scientific methodology,
but is rather a deeper level of knowing. It is the place of
'origin' that provides a center for conducting inquiry in the
post-positivist sense" (Bentz, 1995, p. 140). Merleau-Ponty, a

French phenomenologist emphasizes bringing the body's
sensations into consciousness, which is not unlike the
exploration that is part of the SCT group experience in
exploring body sensations. Merleau-Ponty says that to conduct
a personal description of a lived experience is to give a direct
description without offering causal explanations or interpretive
generalizations (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p. vii). This goal of
phenomenologists, !o explore and describe experience without
using the typical social and cultural explanations
(typifications) of the experience, is very similar to the SCT
critical mandate to explorc rather than to explain one's present
experience (Agazarian, April, 1997, p 5).

il



THE LNEDEXPENENCE
I begin his dsscripti6n with a brief account of my experiences
on July 29, 1996, when I rcceived the uews about the death of
the twenty-four year old daughter of a friend. I then contrast my
description of this experience of grieving with another
description of the experience of grief, on the sanre day, during
an SCT experiential training group. The SCT experiential
group provided me with the opportunity to explore tbe feeling
of grief in a phenomenological way. This exploration took me
to the place of origins in phenomenological terms. "Origin is a
plrce in the psyche which is not ert all similar to logical
grounding, but reaches to a place beneath/beyond this point. . .

a spaoe where there is no contradiction between intuition and
judgment" (Bentz, 1995, p. 140).

Journal entry #1: '1 spend the day heavy with grief.
Kristin's death weights my movements. I eit and welk laboring
under the oppressive helnet and thick, dut cloak of gricf. I
breatbe in cautious shallows, holding my heart like a mother
holds a ftagile newborn child. I try to scream away the grief. I
try to duce it away. with and for Kristin, to Van Morrison's
Tupelo Honey, wailing loudly, 'Bhe's aD angel!' My
movements are spinning and dropping, hanging heavily in the
air, bending down, down, down. I take a hot bath. The profound
emptiness ebbs and flows. Wben it is with me, I am overcome
with grief. I am alone in a hollow dark universe. I try to fill tbe
heavy, empty space in my solar plexus by eating enormous
amounts of chocolate."

I contrast the experience described in the journal entry above
with my lived experience of grief in Yvonne Agazarian's SCT
experiential training grcup on the evening of the same day.
Knowing tbat the grief was a huge distraction occupying my
attention and energy, I knew I must talk about the grief in order
to be able to focus on the work of the group. My feeling was so
overwhelming, I chose to be the first to speak about a
distraction. In itself, being the first was a frst fq me. Using
the SCT technique for crossing the boundary from outside wqld
into the systems-centered member role by processing
distractions, I gave the facts first (Agazarian, April, 1997,
p.2). 'The facts are: Today I received tbe news that my friend's
daughter, Kristin, died. She was twenty-four years old. I was her
teacber when she was eigbt and nine years old. I have known
her ever since then. I am her mother's good friend. Kristin was
in a coma for the past two weeks and this morning I lerned that
she died." My secoud SCT task was to statc my feeling about
those facts: "great sadness."

I was asked by the leader to bring my Brest sadness into the
group by making eye contact with erch member. Through the
process of slow, methodical eye contact with erch member of
the group, I began to feel a warmth spreading through my chest.
No words were exchanged. Each member was prcsent with me in
my sadness. This experience allowed me to feel it more deeply
and there was comfort in not feeling it alone. From the eye
contact" it seemed as if the other members kuew this sad place
from their own experience. [n the silence, I knew they felt it
with me. Tbis was a silent knowing and a silent satisfaction. I
was, then, feeling groun&d and ready to work with the group,
no longer isolated in my private experience of grieving.

Journal entry # 2 (postgroup): "As I looked in each
person's eyes, I felt a stabbing jumpiness in my chest. Deep

breaths provided some comfort and together with the eye
contact gave smoothness to griefs jagged peaks. When the

group members began to subgroupt by describing their present
feelings, I talked about the heaviness of tbe sad feeling, the
weigbt it gave my body. Several other members joined me in
the sad feeling. Wben Jed taked about the space be was able
to create in his chest by keeping his focus on his breathing
rather than going into his thoughts, I was able to breathe
easier. I opened my chest with a focus on my breath. The
sadness was still tbere, and it was no longer jagged. I had
created a larger space for it, Brd in this spaciousness it becarne
smooth. My chest was then comfortable with the sadness. It
remained with me like a smooth, heavy cylinder, upright within
my chest and. stomach. I was containing it. It was very heavy
and wamr. As I described it to Bob, I felt it begin to lighten.

Wheo Phyllis talked about the electricity in her legs, I felt the
weight in my lower body. I felt heavily grounded in the seat of
my chair. My legs were alive and weighty; my feet were glued to
the floor. I was very heavy and very comfortable. I felt safe. I
didn't know wbere crc were going in the subgroup con-
venation, but I knew that I was connected to the group, to
myself and to my sadness. It all felt okay. The words I knew for
my experience at that moment were: safety, movement,
connection. I felt alive.

During an exchange between two group members, one on either
side of me, I began to feel alone, left ouL I looked arcund the
group and my eyes connected, again, with Bob's eyes. We held
each other in our silent communion. Again, I felt lightened by
this contact. I was no longer left out different, alone; I was
joined, I was moving, I was warzr ard full, full of my sadness
which was mrch lighter and more comfortable than I have ever
known ssdness to be. I was alive in my sadness. I carried it with
me. It ditl not cut me off from contact with others. My solar
plexus was filled with tbe feeling of energetic connection to
others in the group.

Iwas surprised by this new experience of sadness as a fragile,
wlnerable, wann, safe space, rocked gently by waves of
connection with others. I was no longer constric0ed and afraid
of it I was oot trying to block it out or put up with it or manage
itor get it out of my body. I was full of it and energized by it
and grounded in it and safe with it. I was alive with the sadness
of death, safe witb the mystery of death, and energized by being
with the group in this safe, sad and silent knowing of the fact of
death."

ln reflecting on my experieoce, I was surprised at the
integration and transformation of my grief experience during
tbe training group. Tbe transfonnation rcmained complete after
the group. I was able to remain comfortable and connected
tbrough the memorial seryice and my continued contact with
Kristin's friends and fanily throughout the weels that
followed. I was struck by the newness of this experience of
grief. This new experience was consistent with the goal of the
phenomenologist which is to leam about life experience by

I 
Subgrouping i" an SCT rnethod where grorp rpmbers comunicate their

perccptiols of prascnt cxpcrience, joining first arotrnd similarities in
sufurops within the groryrs-a-whole (fuazarian, 1997, p. 4l-61).

' lof, Sob, and Phyllis are members of the taining group.
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challenging the boundaries of our lifeworld3 and the kinds of
typifications we generally use to perceive and describe it.
"When those boundaries are pushed, we get an idea of the
vastness of life" (the voice of Paul in Bentz, 1995, p 2).

IMPUCATIONS
I see opportunities for the cross-fertilization of phen-
omenology and systems-centered training. Alfred Shutr, a
contemporary German phenomenologist, talks about
emotional experience, our knowing it, and our learning from it
(Shutz, 1970). In an SCT experiential group, members conduct
the critical inquuy demanded by phenomenological research.
Transcripts fiom SCT training groups would provide rich
material for phenomenological research. There is also an opp-
ortunity for SCT training group members to extend their
understanding of tbe emotions explored in tbe group process by
investigating the field of pheuomenological research.

With SCT comes the possibility for transfornration of
potentially isolating deep emotional experiences through a
structured process of engaging human connection and
attunemenL Through exploring similarites and differences in a
contained group process, human understanding and relationship
is deepened and enriched. 'Change for the person who sees the
self in a member role, in a subgroup, and in the group-as-a-
whole is a change in his or her way of thinking. This new way
of thinking is like looking out of different windows of the
mind. Changes in system behavior will, in turn, influence
environmental change and relationships to the real world"
(Agazarian, 1917, p.36). Phenomenologists say the very act of
conducting the research causes transformation, as does the
critical inquiry in an SCT process. Both of these transformative
processes can effect moral action and social change in the
world.

From my personal experience of the transformation of grief, I
wonder about the possibilities for transformation of human
experience if our rites of passage for deatb were changed, if
cultural norms and typifications were challenged. It might
transform our experience of grief, as mine was changed during
the SCT group. Being able to participate in a subgroup with
other members was the developmental process that promoted
my integration and transformation of the grief from pain and
isolation to energized deep connection with others. Tbe
attunement of other members in the subgroup to my feelings of
sadness was an important step (Agazarian, 1977, p.35). I
fantasize about the healing effects of conducting an SCT
experiential group as the primary formal stnrrcture of a funeral.
Agazarian defines grief as "the emotion uoused in the process
of crossing the boundary between ireality and reality and
adjusting to a sad fact of life" (1997, p. 303). How healing it
would be for people in our society to be able to access ard
process grief in the way SCT provides.
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Sr^4f^Lrt4 /.,r^l hln@ l1.^ ll,
E/;ara*l Dn*wt by rrenc McHenry

I was very satisfied wi& my experience as an author in
the editorial process we used for this journal. Having
never met Chadotte Kahn, my editor, and having worked
with her briefly via telephone as a member of the
ediorial group, I was curious abut how it would feel to
have her in the role of editor and me in the role of
author. I was surprise{ as I approached our conversation,
at my full body awareness of my author vulnerability
syndrome. Charolotte's observations abut the strengths
of my article and her understrnding of my main points
werie reassuring. The questions she raised were valuable
in helping me clarify my own critical thinking. Her
recommendations fo tightening sentence structure and
deleting "extra" words were deeply satisfying in that I
saw my article becoming more clear, crisp and clean in
a way that met my own wdting goals. I was surprised by
the feelings of joy that I felt as we went through the
article togettrer. It was like having a good, sensitive
midwife to help me birth the article.

D;dr6rt l,rtneu Redrt /*l Ar,Al.*
Readcr-Anita Simon: Author-l re nc M cHenry

Reader to Author frene Mclfenry:
Overall Impression: Yours was the article in the
Journal that [ "understood" most apprehensively.

Author to Reader Anita Simonz That* you. Writing the
article hclped nc articulate my own apprehensive
experience of thc SCT rnethodobgy.

Reader: About the Introduction: The question raised
for me in the introduction was: Why are you talking
about Phenomenology here? Is Phenomenology an
hisoric prccttrsor to SCT's here and now exploration?
From your introduction, I assumed tlat it is, and that was
of interest to me, but I could read the rest of the article
more sensibly just from the framework of SCT
experience.

Author: I have lnd a long-standing interest in
phenonunobgy, particularly in firy recent graduate
studies and ifl writing my dissenation. I don't think that

3 
Lifeworld is a term used by Shutz, 1970, to describe an awareness of

structures and inlluence on one's perspective as a result of the family,
society and culture in which one lives.
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qnyone lns ever couwcted plwnomerubgy arrd SCT
before, which is why I wrote tlu article. I haie a mhtd tlat
likes to look for similarities and differences in ttuories. I
wonder if tlrc article stined insights for readers wlw were
alreaS familiar with plurcmenology as well as SCT.

Reader: I got lost in paragraph 2, because "post-
positivist sense" rang no bells, so tbe meaning of the
paragraph was lost.

Author: Briefly, post-positivism is a perspective in the
history of ideas tlat follows, ail is a reaction to,
empiricism iil tlu sciences. I wouW be gM n dialogue
furthcr with you abow this. h is a familiar term for
sociob gist s and philo so phcr s.

Reader: About "The Lived Experience: "By it's
graphic illustration, this section retaught me the
difference between cognitive and apprehensive leaming.
As I read Journal Entry #1, I remembered being in such a
state, but wa.s affectively remote. I was surprised"
therefore, to find myself intensely affectively engaged by
what followed-a data-laden description of your SCT
group experience. As I read the desoiption of yon
member experience, I was in the subgroup with my own
sadness of a personal loss, and made eye contact with
you in my minds eye and felt contained.

I went back and reread Journal Entry #1, and again felt
remote from any feeling, even though I had memories of
being in that place of sadness myself.

The juxtaposition of data of reporting from the person
role versus the member role was striking, and worth
reading abouL

I would have omitted Journal enty #2 - that seemed to
me a report from your person role about the very
meaningful experience you had in your member role in
group. It added nothing new to my understanding about
your experience or about SCT. I would leave in the last
paragraph and perhaps the paragraph before that.

Author: Journal entry #2 provided the data-laden
description of nry SCT experience which you found so
valuable. I don't understand how tlu article would haye
been useful to you witltout journal entry #2 which
describes the SCT eryerience from my nuember role.

Reader: A "confidentiality" question: Did the 'Jefl
Bob and Phyllis" mentioned in your article give a
release for their names to be used. If not, I vote for using
pseudonyms or "a member", even if it is a training group
and not a therapy group.

Author: My editor and I discussed this question. I did not
contact Jeff, Bob, and Phyllis since thzy are SCT members
in a training group. Perhaps I slnuld have. I would like to
hear their response to tWs question.

Reader: Feedback on My Feedback: I would like to
have feedback on my feedback to you. What was useful
and what not? I'm particularly interested in what
happened as you read this. Rate your experience on a 10
point scale: "10" meaning "I'm more eager to write after
reading this"; and "l" meaning "Why did I ever bother to
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ffiite-I'm won't do that again". Where do you fall on
the scale and what do you lonw about why you picked
that point?

Author: Your feedback was satis{ying as it slwwed tlwt
you read tlu article carefully and leanwd lron ttu article.
I did not lcarn anything rcw fiomyourfeedback and would
ilot have clwnged anything in thc article in response to
your feedback. I on interested in discussing pst-
psitiism with you, atd I appreciate your suggestion to
revisit tlu confidcntialiry issue and will follow through on
tlwl Tlnr*s for reviewing tny article.

. 
Afft,/;,r.t Sr/41rrr*0/""fr"rl T /t r",

ta Oay*:yt*u*l Ata1fi416,
Response by Yvonnc Agazarian to Jouranl Article
Cassie Solomon-Gillis and Beulah Trey have taken the
important step of seeing how the SCT approach to
change may usefully be applied to organizational
settings. They share the dilemma of many articles in
Volume 2 of the SCT Joumal; how much theory to give
so that the theoretical underpinnings of the methods are
made clear; how 0o present the methods as interventions
that simultaneously test the validity of the theory and the
reliability of its application; and how to describe the
methods so tlat their application to the change process
can be made specific to the context in which they are
applied-and all this without preaching to the converted
or befuddling the innocent.

This is not an easy task! The authors have put two and
two together in ways that may well help o&er
organizational change specialists to think about using
SCT methods as well as giving specialists examples of
what they look like when applied. That is the very, very
good news.

The not so good news lies in the inaccuracies which
make a difference, and which no one but Oe initiated
would necessarily notice. Some exarnples: 1. Rather than
emerging from a therapeutic practice, SCT in fact had
its roots in thinking about group dynamics as they
applied to organizations, and the small and large goups
that define them. 2. Unless a clear discrimination is
made between the dynamics of stereotype and functional
subgrouping, it will not be clear why SCT relies on
functional subgrouping as the primary method for conflict
resolution in all groups, whatever their size, whatever
their context, and whatever their goals. 3. Most serious of
all is wrongly auributing 'Torming, stonning, nonning"
etc., to Bennis & Shepard in the Table on the first page,
while perplexingly, Bennis & Shepard's phases of group
development are accurately identified in the first column
on the first page!

These are precisely the kinds of issues that the new
approach to the Journal is designed to address. Maybe,
with an editorial mentor available to authors to discuss
the major leading edges of their article, the confusions
and misapprehensions, which so easily occur while SCT
is finding its feet, can tfimsfofln from surprises and
dissatisfactions into learnings and discoveries.
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f want I do not want Issue or Dlrectlon

Fonnal structue SCTI is taking as an organization (see editoriat on pagel and 2)'

To become a licensed SCT: practionet 

- 

trainer 6fi61-
A loose affiliation with other prrctitioners applying SCT.

To purchase and use SCT materials in my worUpractice.

To conribute a percentage of my eamings ftom using SCT materials to SCTI

5% 

-2% - 

llq 

- 

sther

Comments

I want I enclose $ Status or Item of Interest

To become a Member in SCTI for 1998 (Fee $55 or more or less)

To renew my Membership in SCTI for 1998 (Fee $55 or more or less)

To change how I am listed in 199711998 Membership Directory
(Fill out and rehrm Membership Application Form on page l7).

To Purchase a Membership Directory ($3.00 plus postage)

To make a tax deductible contribution 0o SCTI (see notice on page l0).

To conribute to Application fee for SCT Providership for Continuing Education Credits for
Psychologists. (See notice on page 23).

To do outreach for new members/]vlarketing (See page 7).

To continue receiving the SCT News (Complete order form on page 18).

To order back issues of the SCT Newsletter (see pagel8).

To purchase the SCT Journal: Vol. I 

- 

Vol. 2- (Comlete order forur on page l8).

To Adopt-a-Page in The SCT Journd. Contributions are tax deductible (see page 9).

To place an ad in: the Newsletter 

- 
Jsunal 

- 

pilsctqry 

- 
(Rates listed on page 27).

To order SCT Training Tapes. (Use order forur on page 23).

I want 

- 
fle not want 

- 
to continue listing Specialty, Affiliations and Special Interests in the Membership Directory.

I want to have a new Membrship Directory every year eyery 2 years 

-
I lead 

- 

read some skim some do not rc2fl 

- 

the Newsletter articles.

I 1s6d 

- 

read some skim some do not 1ga{ 

- 

the Journal articles.

I plan to submit an article report 

- 

comments to: the Newsletter the Joumal

I an more eager 

- 
to write for the Journal after reading respons€ to Journal article (see page l4).

I arn less eager 

- 
to write for the Journal after reading response o Journal article (see page l4).

I want the following theoreticaUtechnical question addressed in the next Newsletter:

I want the following theoreticaVtechnical question addressed in the next Journal:

Feedback on this feedback sheet:
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SCT Training Groups in Philadelphia

SCT Training Groups in New York

SCT Groups in Boston

SCT Training Groups in Austin

SCT Training Groups in Atlanta

SCT Training Groups on the \Yest Coast

Next SCT Training Weekend in:

Philadelphia Austin Arlanta Boston West Coast

Next SCT 5-Day Skill Training in:

Philadelphia Austin

Saturday Series at Friends Hospital, Philadelphia

SAVI Workshops in:

Philadelphia Austin Boston 

- 

OOer

SCT Training Workshop in Yorlg England

Feedback from:
Phone: (Home) (Work) (Fax)

Send feedback sheet to: SCTI c/o Mickie Rosen, 70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

Phone: (21 5) 947 -281 8 Fax: (215) 947 -282 I E-mail: Mrosen70 @ aol.com
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SCT@ INSTITUTE MEMBEBSH IP RPPL I CRTION

ANd D I RECTOBY QUESTI ONNR I BE
MEMBEBS BECEIUE

The Bl-Annusl SCT Newsletter
SCTI Mcmbership Directory

The Annual SCT Journel
Acccss to Peer Mentorship

ONE MUST BE BN RCTIUE MEMBER IN THE SCT INSTITUTE IN OBOER TO RPPTY FOR
license to use the SCT trademark . invi0ation for a 5-Day Intermediate Skill Training . membership in Action Group

Annual Membership Fee is $55 (or more or less)
The membership year runs from the Nov., 1997 SCT \Yorkshop to the Nov., 1998 SCT Workshop.

Join or renew norv to be induded in the l99llg8 edition of the
SCTc I nstitute Membership Directorg

WHICII WILL LIST TIrN FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
. Membet's name, degree(s), mailing address, phones, fax, e-mail
' Type of SCT License held. Affiliation, type of practice or work specialty. Areas of expertise and/or special interest to SCTI networt. Hosts for out of town visitors

tr I WANT TO RENEW MY SCT MEIVIBERSHIP fOT 1998
New members wln joined in tlrc last quarter of 1997 lwve tlu option
paying infull or of pro-rating tlw rencwalfee by dcducting $14.m.

tr I WANT TO BECOME AN SCT MEMBER for 1998

Ptease list me in the next SCTI Membership Directory as indicatcd below.
Please check which address to u"se as your mailing address!

Name : (Plcase Print) Degrce:_

E Home

E WorUOffice Address:

Home Phone: lYork Phone: FAX:

E-mail: Type of SCT License held:

SCT members serve as mentors 0o one another and make thernselves available for 10 minute free consultations.

List affiliation, specialty, areas of expertisg or special interests round which you would like to subgroup with

other SCT members. l) 2)

4)3)

List

3)2)

involvement with SCT Advisory, Action, or Special Interest Groups. 1)

Are you willing to hostlhouse visitors fonn out of town or foreign countries? n Yes tr No

E House ! Host E Arrange for guest to visit hospitals or clinics in your area?

Enclosed is a check jor $ 

- 

payable to SCTLRHD

Send b: SCTI Membership, c/o Mickie Rosen, 70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
Tlu Systens-Cantered Institutc is a division of Resourccs lor Hunwt Developne*, Inc., a regisured cluriablc organization

scnD' sv*eras-'#'#;/trtr;:#trffi*'#.tilffi'*red rtumpv@
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PLFASE GONTINUE

TO SEND IIE THE SCT@ NEWS!

! I 0o$ have the January, 1998 issue,

please send me one!

! I have copy of the January, 1998 issue

Please lill out and return this form
Please send a tax deductable donation

(if you can) to cover the costs.

Name:

Address:

Phone #

Thank you for your dotution of $

Make checks payable to SCT/RIID

Send to: SCT News . c/o Mickie Rosen
70 Bouclur Drive. HuntingdonValley, PA l9M

Additional copies and/or back issues
can be ordered at the cost of

$2.50 per copy plus $1.00 postage.

The SCT Institute is a division of Resources for Human
Development, Inc., a registered chaitable orgaaization

THE JOURNAL ACTION GROUP
proudly announces publication of the

first and second edition of tbe

SCT. JOURNAL
Systems4entered Theory & Practice

SCTI MEMBERS RECEIVE THE SCT JOURNAL
ADDITIONAL @PIES & @PIES FOR NON.

CAN BE ORDERED FOR

$ts.oo PER lssuE
(plus postage and handling)

Add: $2.00 in the US, $2.50 in Canada or Mexico,
and $5.00 outside North America

Enclosed is payment of $ 

- 
lor 

- 
copy/copies

ol the SCP Journal : Vol. 1 Vol. 2

Name:

Address:

Phone #

Mailtotal payrnont (including postage and handling) of
$ (payable to SCT/RHD) to:

SCTO Press: c/o Mickie Rosen
70 Boucher Drive, Iluntingdon Yalley, PA 19006
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A P^r,r"$^l, q"*f E +u;'t,"r,
by Sandy Orlo Rubin & Yvonnc Agaurian

Helplessness! I know of few grcater challenges in grotp
than accepting helplessness in th face of uncqnP
romising realities that are hard to bear.

About a month ago in Monday night group, distractions
began with one member reporting a final good-bye 0o an
eigbt year relationship. After she brougbt her sadness and
acceptanc€ into her relationships in the group, Sandy
Rubin came in with her distraction. Fact-her cancer
had spread from her liver to her lung. Feelingsnowerful
grief and ragHage too t€rrifying to bring in without a
subgroup.

"I was afraid to feel it. It stuck in my gut with pain
and waves of nausea."

However, she could bring in her grief.

"I went around the group and experienced my gief.
Connecting with each eye confirmed that I was here
and that I was felt-I was present with witnesses to
my gnef."

Prepared to subgroup, the group paused. I asked myself,
would there be silence? Would the group be able o
respond to the depth of pain seated in two of its
members? Could it be open to the depth of grief and rage
in two subgroups and still make space for other subgroup
reactions? Would it respond 'as if'? Could it both
contain and work?

The group was able both to contain and to work" at
differing levels of intensity. A rage and grief subgroup
fonned-so did a subgroup for calm acceptance, so did a
subgroup for rebellion, so did a subgroup for sleepiness
and boredom, so did a subgroup for fear, and another fa
pain.

The subgrouping challenge around rage was its
intensity-members had to work together both 0o contain
the subgroup rage and moet its depth. I worked first to
undo the fear in the group-separated <xlt and
extinguished the thought generated angst, undid the
somatic symptoms that threatened to take its place, and
moved back out of the group to make space fr the
members' energy. The rage subgroup worted first.

Sandy felt relief as soon as she was able to discriminate
between her fear and her rage.

"I don't want to hurt myself, so why am I? My pain
is from my defense-my fear of my rage. Yvonne
reminds us there is choice. Am t strong enough fr
it? Yes, I jump for it. I tingle with a warmth inside
that replaces nausea. I am a tiger climbing Mount
Everest, feeling the primary aggression in my
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nature, not targeting an object-just feeling my
power. It is as if the subgroup is giving me space to
explore my rage at my cancer.

As the subgroup continued to work, the rage of the tigers
turned toward is prey, and suddenly for Sandy, the prey
was her guL which she attacked-tearing and
shredding-a primal urge to oonsume and annihilate her
carrcer. I reminded Sandy that she was preying on
herself.

"As a tiger I explored the discipline of harnessing
power without acting out (like attacking and eating
the prey<ry gut). Instea( I empowered my
immune syst€m with a lde force. Just feeling the
magnificence of power, I was totally present with
ny subgoup. I continued to open more and more-
my body energized in every cell-I reminded
myself to breath deeply. It was a quintessential
moment in my life in the last six months. The
pinnacle of energy revealing the life fore directly
in the face of death."

The other subgroups came in and worked-the sleepy
subgrurp woke up-the fearful subgroup conffist€d their
fear of rage with their pereptions of it in the group-the
grieving subgroup grieved--{he cnlm subg'oup deepened
its pleasure in experiencing acc€ptanc€.

About this working phase Sandy writes:

"Wben the other subgroup was working on the fear
of our (their) rage, I felt compassion fm the fear in
them and for my fearful self. I saw us wanting o fix
the unfixable. I understood that what we need ftom
family and friends is not help or information-just
thembeing loirl, us-just plain and simple, be with
me while I am here, feeling my grief, rage,
frushation. I am lucky to have been given SCT time
to experience the true noture oI ltfe."

There are no words that adequately express how
proforndly graieful I am that we were able, in on
Monday night group, to make space for all of our
subgroups-to allow the full experience of helplessness
at terrible reality, and at the same time, remain aware of
the dimensions and power of life.

A SAVI T^4^ by Deane l-appin

In a recent phone conversation, Anita Simon told me
about an exercise that I've tried several times this week
with very gratifying results. The exercise is especially
useful for patients who tend to take things (entirely)
personally. My goals in uriting abut my experience are:
(1) to pss along the infomration to other SCT members;
and (2) to provide a driving force for the SAVI Tip of the
Month column that I would like Anita to inaugurate in
the Newsletter.
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The exercise is very simple. First patients are asked to
provide three thoughts in which they take something
personally and o explore the experience this generates.
Then patients are asked to give three thoughts in which
they don't take the salne thing personally and to explore
this experience.

Anita asked if Id like !o practice the exercise and we
began. Taking her question personally, I voiced the
following thoughts:

1. She thinks I'm strpid and didn't get the instructions;
2. She's testing me; I'm on the spot;
3. She's just being nice. I lnow she's very busy and
really wants oo get off the phone.

With each new thoughf my defensiveness and irritation
increased and I traveled further and further down the road
of Outraged Victim.

Next I came up with thoughts that didn't take Anita's
question personally:

1. Great ideaM can see how it feels o do this.
2. I'm really curious about how this will work with my
patients;
3. Anita is being very generous with her time.

My experience, generated from these thoughs, was mild
anxiety at the edge of the unlmown, curiosity, excite-
ment, gratitude, and pleasure.

The following morning I had a session with a young
woman whose defenses against frustration, disappoin-
ment, and anger often put her into a barrier experience.
We are doing Module I work continually monitoring the
Reality/Ineality boundary.

Talking about her new boyfriend, she began to flood with
feeling when she said that he isn't as physically
affectionate with her as she is with him. I immediately
intemrpted her.
Th: "Whoa! Are you headed down an old familiar
road?"
Pt": Nods yes.
Th: "Where will that road take you?"
Pt: "I'll be miserable. One down."
Th: " So what did you do that put yourself back on that
same painful road?
Pt. 'I told myself there's something wrong with me."
Th: " You took it personally?"
Pt: Eyes fill with tears as she nods yes.

I asked her if she was willing to try an experiment that
might help us learn more about taking things personally,
and explained what we would do. She dried her eyes,
centered her body, and began:

Pt: "There's something wrong with me. I'm not appealing
to him. He doesn't like me as much as I like him. It's not
going to work ouL My relationships never wort out. I
can't handle relationships like other people."

With each new thoughl her misery escalate( and she
was again crying. She recentered herself and we
explored her experience. As anticipate( she learned that
she feels "one down and miserable when she takes
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things personally. Her surprise was discovering that these
thoughts also generate negative predictions and anxiety.

We moved on to the thoughts she had when she didn't
view her boyftiend's behavior as solely a reflection of
her:
PL "[t's e guy thing. Men are less affectionate than
women. I really do think he likes me. He acts as if he
likes me. I tnow I often blow things way out of
proportion. Maybe I'm blowing this out of proportion too."

With evident relief, she reported that she felt "calm,
centered, and better about myself."

In only a few minutes, a new road had opened up fm her.
Additionally, she had experientially gathered data about
how she catapult€d herself onto the old Barrier Road and
how she had returned to return to the fork and chosen the
road she preferred. Where once there had been only a
Person System, she now had access to a Self System
from which she could relate to herself and another tom
an entirely different penpective.

What a wonderful tool!

I have since tried the exercise with four other patients
and npo couples. Each of them spoke positively of the
experience when we reviewed the session in "Surprises
and Learnings." I too am satisfied and very curious about
what will happen next.

Thank you again Anita.

Alr"rf fiVl by Anita simon

I elmorst made a unilueral decision to stop writing SAVI
articles for the Newsletter. Instea( I've decided to ask
the readership for information that will help me make a
decision based on data. The facts are that on the average
I've gotten ahut one reaction ps article that I've
wdtten. That is too few to let me lnow what, if
anything, is useful to you in thinking about your work in
general, and about the specific behaviors that define
various SCT concepts and make up SCT methods.

One column I'd love to write would be a SAVI analysis
of actual therapy sessions, or meetings, or family
dialogues. This would mean that you'd send me a brief
snippet of significant dialogue of you in a goup/
couple/individual therapy session, a business meeting, c
family dialogue etc. tU respond with SAVI patterns and
strategies to promote making the boundaries more
penneable to information.

So, you send dialogues and I'll respond. Or, you tell me
what you want to know more about and I'll respond. Or, if
you don't respond and I get some extra time. To make
response easy, use the new feedback teaf-out sheet in
this newsletter or e-mail me at anitasimon@aol.com;
FA){ 215-763-7472; or write to me at 2134 Wallace
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19130.
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lrra,r,;,t* ffr* Ule/r.e4/.", Tk 4"/

C"*t a f**/A submitted by Mickie Rosen

The question 'IIow does the authority issue manifest
itself through the different phases of group
development" was raised at the December Theory
Group at Friends Hospital. Authority in this context is
defined as work. Focusing on the first - flight phase -of group development we experientially explored or
own experiences of dependency when in our person
systems and our defenses against dependency when we
are in the role of therapist.

When caught in a patient's projective identification -whereby the patient projects into us a similar sense of
helplessness and arousing a feeling of dependency on
some other authority than ourselves, we are likely to
defend against that experience. And, if we are not aware,
may act out by, for example, becoming overactive,
redundant, and/or angry at tle patient for not "getting it
righl"

The subgroup that finds theory in the abstract difficult to
grasp, was surprised that it could follow and "get it"
when theory was connected to personal experience.

When we meet again, we hope to look again at the
phase related authority issue and how it is manifested in
the next phases of group development. We'll keep you
posted on what we leam.

Wl,"l*,rrnll:rrn*5
V Afrr^,r^t *ra A karning from Dorothy Gibbons

Even though we say that we subgroup around sim-
ilarities, before we are able to subgroup, we have to
have our boundaries open to attunement, a state which
contains some differences, lls compared to mirroring,
which reflects only similarities.

ktut*

Creating a subgroup helps a system manage conflict in a
way that fosters change and development. Ilaving the
issue in a subgroup takes the place of having the issue
contained in a member as happens with an identified
patient c scapegoat. The advantages of having the issue
in a subgroup instead of a member can be looked at ftom
both the position of the member and from the perspective
of the group-as-a-whole. From the viewpoint of being a
member, tiere is a big relief when others are with me
exploring together in the subgroup and I feel much less
alone and much less likely to get stuck and much less
likely !o take myself personally. From the view of Oe
grouFas-a-whole, whatever a subgroup works with is
likely to be more accessible to the whole group than if it
is worked only by a single member. If I am holding
something alone in a group, it is much easier to see the
"difference" t may be holding as "mine" and as "my
problem" whereas if the "difference" I am holding is
being explored in a subgroup, then the whole group
begins to discover its relationship to the difference.
Back to the discrimination the theory group was working
with, it is much easier for a difference to get
encapsulated in a single member and much easier for the
same difference to end up getting integrated in the group
if it is exploned in a subgroup.

I'd,ue* Ex+^t44;r^

"lt 
FutA6, D.urlu'ry, V l+*lu*lb

HoryU**la submitted by Mickie Rosen

A lcarning fron Susan Gantt

The Friday theory group wils working with the difference
between containing and encapsulation and "holding"
something for a group. "Containing" has some penn-
eability in the boundary so that what is geuing contained
is accessible to the goup. "Encapsulation" is when the
boundary is not penneable and the inforrration is not
accessible. From that discussion, I began exploring the
difference it makes to have the containment of a
difference in a subgroup instead of a member.

Systems-Centered Training News -January, 
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On behalf of the Friday Theory Group in Philadelphia I
want to highlight several differentiations and discrim-
inations that were identified; the difference between the
expression of an authentic feeling and a discharge; the
difference between discharge and unconscious intention
movements; and three levels of talking about feelings.

o Authentic expression of feeling: Behavior that is
congruent with the expression of feelings and tends
to deepen the experience.

o Discharge: Behavior that does not match the
feeling. The goal of a discharge is to get rid of the
energy in the feeling. Discharge can also be a
physiologic release of energy from emotions
generated ftom thoughts.

When one is searching for words to describe an
experience, all energy needs to go into translating
the apprehensive experience into a comprehensive,
verbal one. If one discharges at this point, it will be
instead of tle words.

Continued on pge 23.
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Pr.gr*t Nolot, Htut^/4/, Aa,
t"n r^4, /,4J SAf by carot watton
In October 1997,1presented a 'frogress not€ form" to
the Core Business Meeting in Austin where it was
enthusiastically received. I was asked not to distribute it
widely at Ois tims s6 it can be developed and refined
and made available to members though the SCT Press
(see Yvonne's editorial). Virtually all the concepts in the
form came from SCT and/or Yvonne and Anita Simon
and I am delighted !o be part of a group with them that is
interested in creating SCT fmms for ongoing clinical
work. I want to link up with others interested in working
on forms that help clinical work and ask that you contact
me to se€ what is already out there and what we can
help create. (Office phone: 423-539-2%1; Fax: 423-539-
9825; e-mail: bwalton@usit.net). I also propose to try out
the rough draft fofln fot 2-3 months myself and am
willing to send it o folks who want to try it in their
practice and are willing o provide feedback (verbally
and/or with a simple feedback form I will provide). The
form should be considered a working draft and is not to
be distributed currently except through me.

The forrr itself includes the following pafis on an 8 x 11

inch page: 5 lines for Content, a SAVI gnd, a check-list
of defenses taken from the list of Social Defenses, and
the Triadic Defenses (Cognitive, Somatic, Behavioral/
Irritation), a list of Interventions Used (list of the 7 skills
from the Skills training), a Forks Found section with 3

forks drawn, a force field, and places for name, date,
procedure, length of session, and changes in diagnosis
and treatment plan, and signaturc. It is designed to carry
infonnation about two sessions on one page. It was
designed for use with individuals either in a group or in
individual sessions.

The energy fa creating the fom came from my
increasing frustration with new and changing fmns
required by managed care groups, my own avoidance of
paperwork, and finding myself not writing progress notes
or finding them less useful than when I do. I found myself
trying to combine a way of making progress notes
interesting and fun to do, useful, and likely to be
acceptable to managed carc organizations. Developing
the form helps me move out of the victim and/or outrage
positions vis-i-vis managed care and my own strndards
fm good clinical care. It gives me immediate feedback
about whether I have conducted a session toward SCT
goals, and give me a tool to help me think more in terms
of SCT. It is also a form that allows me minimum to
maximum recording; with little expenditure of time, I
can fill out the fonn with a few words and check marks,
or with more time can write more and create a force
field. I can even use it if I tape a session and want to
have a very thorough record.
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In addition, the positive and interested response I got in
Austin from everyone to whom I showed the forrr made
it well worth my effort to come up with it in the first
place. As the form is developed, along with forns or
materials for the initial interview and treatment
planning, it will be possible to meet standards for NCQA
(National Committee fu Quality Assurance), and
JCAHO (Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations). These two organizations are
likely to remain important to accreditation standards.
(Ihe Group Circle, October 1997, AGPA Newsletter,
page 1). I look forward to finding out who is in my
subgroup. Thanks, Carol Walton.

Ar^/;* Tay Silrrt by loy Luther
Skill Training and the Weekend Workshop in Austin
were recorded and made available for sale to trainees.
The results were very successful wifi 50% of skill
raining participants ordering tapes, 407o of authority
grotrp members ordering them, and about 357o of
weekend participants, mostly int€nnediate group
members, placing uders. What's more, the initial
prediction of selling a total number 200 tapes was met,
resulting in a snall (357o), but very welcome, profit!

Tapes were packaged in sets and sold by pre-paid, pre-
order only. The seven lectures from the skill naining
were a set and sold for $30 and the three lectures from
the weekend were a set and sold for $15. A discount of
$5 was offered to those who bought both the skill training
and weekend sets. In addition a tape of Yvonne's pre-
taining I 112 hour public lecture was made available to
both trainees and the public at large fu $8. (There was
little interest, however, from the public for the tape, at
&is time.)

Tape sets were mailed at the end of December. The
tape sales Broup, namely Joy Luther of Austin, is very
interested in your feedback about the quality of the tapes
and the taping and selling process itself. (Some
extensive editing was required on the final lecture of the
weekend due to the need to screen out members names
that were mentioned during Yvonne's final summation of
the weekend and I am particularly interested in how we
might avoid this in the future yet be able to get the
member and subgroup feedback that is so valuable to
each group.)

It was exciting to get this project off the ground and the
learning curve was high! Taping Yvonne and telling her
repeatedly 0o rcpeat the questions was an authority
challenge for this member, in and of itself, and one in
which I must say, I farcd quite well. In addition, the
editor at the tape duplication place was inrigued and
mystified by the lectures, and I think he gained a new
appreciation for the intellect of therapists! This is
certainly a process that bears repeating and your
feedback is highly appreciated.
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S"e;6'l Wo4lurr, by verena Murphy

The Pennsylvania State Board of Social Wo*
Examiners has decided not 0o add new agencies, such as
the SCT Institute, to their p,re-approved provider list. I
was infonned that to do so "would require an amendment
!o the Rules and Regulations of the Board". Therefore, it
will be necessary fu each provider of any SCT training
to apply for Continuing Education Units separately (a
process currently handled by me, as far as tie 5-Day
SkiU Training and the Weekend Workshop in
Philadelphia are concerned).

Once a conrse has been approved by the State Boar( a
Social Worker can attend the same course within a two
year period (even if at a different level of training), and
obtain the same amount of CEUs originaly granted fc
that course. After the two year period has expired, I will
have to submit a new CEU application for the same
training.

Vflai, A1,F;*/A;* lr* 0t
Ar/;14fo+PoyA,aUgn
from Mickie Rosen

Hooray! SCTI is on iB way to submitting an application
to the American Psychological Association so that we
can obtain national provldershlp for grantlng CE
credits for psychologists. If granted, SCT would no
longer need to have depend on Friends Hospital to co-
sponsor our activities. As an independent sponsor, SCTI
could assume responsibility fG SCT taining given by
any qualified trainer in addition to Yvonne.

Thanks to all psychologiss who have already donated
the $40 assessment to belp pay the application fee.
Thanks to Jeff Eiberson, Ron Coleman, and Yvonne fc
having done the tedious preliminary work involved. Let's
give Yvonne a huge pat on the back for "actually having
done her least favorite activity" - filling out her part d
this very extensive application. What a surprise when
she showed me that I was listed on the application as
"CE Director." What does that mean? It means that I
have been assigned the task of supplying all the missing
data so that the application can be submitted by the
February lst deadline.

Will do! Then - we'll sit at the edge - wait and see if
the application bounces back for more detail (proving
that sometimes I can predict the fu&re) or see if we
have been approved.
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W: continuedfrom page 21.

o Intention moyem€nts (like a clenched fist) signal
intrapersonal and interpersonal responses whic,h may
o( may not be conscious.

There re two kinds of intention movements that we pay
attention to in therapy. One is the intention movement
that mirrors one's internal experience about which one
may lnow tr not lmow. TDis kind of sigml is rut a
discharge, but a communication frm the apprehensive
self fs which one does not yet have words. The other
kind of intention movement communicates one's role
relationship or rcle lock with othen (one-up or one-
down).

Three levels of filking about feelings:
1. No words yet to communicate a prinury, basic

emotional experience.
2. Feeling words that code, describe, or classiff the

emotional experience.
3. Words thet are frames for the experience. Framing

('I feel abandoned") generates an experience that
replaces the original experience (ouch). A frame,
like "abandoned", is the cognitive label that inter-
p,rets the context.

4@
SCT Training Audio Tapes

from Novernber 1997 Training in Auslin

Now Available
E Public Lecture by Yvonne Agazarian (9o minutes) $8

n Sa (s) ol7 SkillTraining LecturEs (2io Mins) $30

E Set(s) of 3 Weekend Workshop Lecrures (110 mins) $15

n ComUination set(s) 7 SkillTraining lectures plus
3 Weekend Lectures (320 mins) Speid pdca 340

Poetage ratee (based on $ anrcunt of total order)

$0-20 add $1.00 $10-$20 add $2.00

$21-$30 add $2.50 $30 plus add $3.00

$50 or rnore add $3.50

Order from: Systems-Gentered Presg
70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

Total encloeed:

Narne:

Address:

Phone and Fax
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A l-l r,rr*,"7 4 lk Y ",rl S-W
by Verena Murphy
The York training was comprised of ttrree sub-groups this
year: the introductory skills training group led by Fran
Carter, the container group with Susan Gantt in the
leader role, and the advanced group of members with
prior experience of York 5-Days, led by Yvonne.

The York training is structured similarly to a Weekend
workshop, except it's over a 5-Day perio( so members
are able to work in three large group experientials each
day. This fact alone is a driving force for someone in the
member system: the amount of leaming that is made
possible in 15 groups ovef, a 5 day period is incom-
parable. (That's one major rcason why this member
keeps returning...)

The arnount of leaming, howev€r, can prove to be a
potential rgstraining force fc someone's person system,
as a few of the surprises and learnings are rather more
painful than fun (as you find yourself in the same old
role lock you so diligently discovered and learned about
years ago...).

Yvonne presented her elegant theory during the lectures
each day with such energy and dedication - you'd never
lmow she presents it dozens of times each year to a
variety of other goups. (And you would have never
guessed that Fran had heard it many times over, as she
sat attentively and relaxed next to Yvonne).

I am grateful !o all the participants fu their worh the
conference staff for their efforts in making it another
welcoming environment and successful event. Ard I'm
grateful fm the SCT structure, which makes it safe fa
any feeling to emerge and to be explored, including
plenty of humor, which makes this hard work so very
bearable, in York and elsewhere.

A ro*t^"a^ q "*f P +yrl-tl,r"t"9
Aa.too,af;or Hul;"r^t U. e/"Ul*
by Susan Gantt

The American Group Psychotherapy Association's
Annual Institute and Conference is meeting in Chicago
from Tuesday, February 17th, to Saturday, February 21,
1998. Systems-centered offerings will be available on 4
of the 5 days. On Tuesday and Wednesday, Yvonne
Agazarian is leading a two day institute on Defense
Modification in Systems-Centered Therapy. On
Thursday, Claudia Byram and Anita Simon are leading
an all-day workshop entitled, Tracking the Hidden
Structure of Communication: SAVI "Snapshots" of
Process in Psychotherapy. Also on Thursday, Fran Carter
and John McCorrrick are offering a half-day workshop on
Creating a Systems-Centered Group. On Saturday, David

24

Hawkins is chairing an open session with Yvonne
Agazarim, Fran Crter, and Susan Gantt, on A Systems-
Centered Approach to Conflict Resolution and
Integrating Differences: Demonstration and Discussion.
Please let any ftiends or colleagues who might be
attending the AGPA meeting lmow about these SCT
events, and if you fre interested in registering, contact
AGPA xl-212477-26r17.

Stk;61 t9f S.d;*4" at lk lAqP
A44/^lr4 i4^ ln+Jo4.
SCT is malong its intemational debut at the International
Association of Group Psychotherapy Conference in
London this summer. As a special interest group of the
IAGP we have been asked to sponsor four separate panel
discussions.

Each SCT panel will connect the overall theme of the
conference (annihilation, survival, and recreation) to the
theme of the day by illustrating how discrimination of
differences without integration leads to annihilation
through institutionalization and scapegoating-in small
groups, families, organizations and society-whereas
integration of differences leads to re-creation.

Representing us are: fa Small Groups: Una McClusky,
MSW, Susan Gantt, Ph-D., and Franses Carter, LSW; fo
Family Therapy: Claudia Byrarn, Ph-D., Nina Klebanoff,
MSIV, and Eugene Della Badia D.O.; for Organizations
and Consultancy: Christer Sandahl, Ph.D., Joel Wiessler,
B.A., and Ken Eisold, Ph-D.; for Society: Tom Michael,
Ph.D., Rances Carter, LSW., and John Schlapobersky,
Ph.D., I will chair all four panels.

Enrich ilre Newsletter!
Gapture Gems of

Surprioes & Learnin7o
while thsy are fresh

and send them to:
SCT Trainiing News, c/o Mickie Rosen

70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
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Ar^r^"*r^r^^gsAf .n lk g*/
An n $r.^ f,rar,";qrr)
This last year, two Systems-Centered training events
were held in San Francisco. Yvonne Agazarian led a one
day workshop in March, in October, Fran Carter and
Susan Gantt ld a 2 tn day weekend workshop. Out of
this, a group emerged which will explore forming an
ongoing study group that would meet regulrly in the
Bay Area. We also expect to offer additional weekend
training in the upcoming year. For more information on
either the study group or further weekend training,
contact either Susan Gantt (404-352-5393) or Fran Carter
(215-988-9523). Please infum anyone you lmow in the
West Coast area who might be interested of the ffaining
opportunities that are beginning to be available.

Special Section
for presenting

SCT
at the t 5th

lnternational Congress
of Group Psgchotherapg

ANNIHILATION . SURVIVAL . RE-GREATION

The Queen Elizabeth ll Conference Centre

tO NDO N
flugust24-28,1 998

Preceded by
Pre-Congress Training lnstitute

August 22-23

A LETTER of THANKS
from Romania

Dear Mickie,

Many thanks for the SCT Training News. It is
precious in a geographical area where such
knowledge is really hard to get.

All my best to Yvonne! Best wishes for a
Happy New Year.

/tz*@44/a'ua.

THE 1998 SPRING SCT'
WEEKEND WORKSHOP XVI

with

woNNE AGfiZARIAN, Ed.D.
Glaudia Byram, Ph.D.
Fran Carter, LS.W.
AnitaSimon, Ed.D.

Racquet Club of Philadelphia
April 24-26, 1998

GROUP A:
For people new to SCT or for more expeienced
menbers who want to vtork in the first phase
of group development.... work in a SCT group in the authority phase.. observe a group working in the second phase of

group developrnent.. ideniify the driving and restraining forces to
meeting the goals ol th€ group, the subgroups
and the group mernbers.. wo* in the sContaining Role".

GROUP B:
For people etqerienced in SystemCentered work.... continue work in the experiential large group
. obserua a group worhng in the first phase ol

group development.. identily the driving and restraining forces to
rneeting the goals of tha group, the subgroups
and the group nnnbars.

Fcc: S375.00 before April 6th $425.00 after April 6th
On-site Regislration at 12:00 noon Friday, April24, 1998

TO REGISTER NOW:
send a $50, (payable to Yvonne Agazarian)

non-refundable deposit to:
Mickle Boren r 70 Boucher Drlve

Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

To anange Work Exchange: call Mickie Rosen
(21s) e47-2818 Fax (215) 947-2821
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THE 1998 SPRING
SCT SATURDAY SERIES

at
Friends Hospital, Philadetphia, PA

The Three Spring Workshops introduce
the Phases of Group Development:

Through the Lens of SCT
January24 PhaseOne:
The lilentified Patient, The Scapcgoat
and Many Reb.tionships with Authority

February 28 Phase Two:
The Enchantments and
Disenchantments in Intimcy

March 21 Phase Three:
The Role of thc Syskms-Centered
Member and Work in Context

Each workshop includes a
o cohGeptual overview
. demonstrations
. role-play practice
. experiential groups
. and review

The phases of group development are the context
for all the work - they are the environment in
which the methods and techniques are applied.

The second part of this series is great fro people
who have some training in the methods of SCT
and want to lmow more about the context.

Wr@l,a.ruf tleil!
Contact person: Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341

Help Us Plan

The 5-DAY
Skills Training

Workshop
at the

Philadelphia Racquet Club
Aprill9 to 23,1998

To help us plan for the next
Sday skilltraining, we would like
to know how many people are

thinking about attending.

lf you are interested in coming as a
. member

contact: Susan Gantt (404-352-5393) now!

!f you are interested in coming as a
. mentor

contact Fran Carter (215-988-9523) now!

April 1998
SCT Training

in Philadelphia

For lnformation about
Hotel Reservations

or Alternative Housing

Contact: Elaine Bass
(215) 877-lD765

Annou ncinq a
New Foundation Level

SCT'Training Group
in Austin

Co-led by

Susan Lange, Ph.D
& Sydnor Sikes, Ph.D.
Group goals are for psychotherapists and

organizational consultants to develop skills in the
methods of System-Centered Therapy@.

Weeldy 90 minute sessions
will inckde dkJac{ ic and experiential trai n ing

Fee $4O per iession
Sliding scale negotiable

Group to begin in early 1998
Time to be determined by the members

For lnformation Contact:

Susan Lange (512) 346-1795
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Quflet N4f,md
EEG-Neu rotherapy

Marvin Berman, Ph.D., C.B.T.
expands SCT-oriented

psychotherapy practice with
NEW NON-INVASIVE TECHNIOUE

EEG.DRIVEN BIOFEEDBACK
Short term process is effective for

adults & children with:
o post traumatic stress
. cognitive disruptions from head injury
. attention deficit disorder
. depression & anxiety
. fears at the edge of the unknown
. attention deficit w/ hyperacticity
. substance abuse
Insurance reimbursement available.

Call Marvin Berman, Ph.D., C.B.T.
(215)242-9002 or send email mhberman@aol.com

Place an
Advertisement in an

SCT Publication

ADVERTISING RATES
Send copy for publication

in the next issue of the Newsletter or Joumal
acrual, srTE t 1r!" x ll.

Ad Slzcs:

Full-page (7" x 10")... ....... $150
Quarter-page Vertical (3 Ll2 x 4 3/4")....... $50
Tbree quarter -page (7"x 7 ")................... $100
Quarter-page Horizontal (7" x 2 1/4")........ $50
Half-page Horizontal (7"x 4 Ll2)............. $80
Business card size (3 Llz x 2 ll4')........... $25
Half-page Vertical (3 ll2"x 9 Ll2"\....-....... $80
Benefactor listing.......... .... $ 10

The text of your message can include any
combination of text graphics and/or logo

(ifcopy is not camera-ready, add $10 for set -up charge).
Send copy with a check payable to SCT/RHD to:

Systems-Centered Press! c/o Mickie Rosen
70 Boucher Drive, Euntingdon Valley, PA 190ffi

Phone (215) 947-2818 Fax (21O947-N2l

Name:

SCT WORK EXCHANGE PAYMENT VOUCHER
This voucher is in payment for:

Training Event:

Send to: Mickie Rosen . 70 Boucher Drive . Huntingdon Yalley, PA 19006
(215) 947-2tlt Fex (21O '947-2821 E-Meil MRosenTO@aol.com

Date

Address:

Date-Work Exchange Task: No.hours_ $ Rate

Date-lVork Exchange Task No.hours- $ Rate

Date- ork Exchange Task No.hours- $ Rate

Date--Work Exchange Task No.hours- $ Rate

Total Dollar Value of Work Exchange Payment:

Approved by:

Make as many copies as you need!
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This infonnation is for those of you who are interested in
the options for lerning about Systems-Centered Therapy
(SCT). The activities listed on the WHERE TO GO T0
GET WHAT chart are part of ar emerging network of
training nesour@s. These resources can be explored as
your interests and skills lead you, (r approached in a
systematic way with the goal of becoming thoroughly
rained in the theory and practice of SCT. In addition to
the resources listed on the chart, Systems-Centered
workshops are often offered hrough American Crrury
Psychotherapy Association Conferences and the
meetings of other professional organizations.

Systems-Centered training is a combination of ex-
periential, theoretical and technical training. You can
learn about Systems{entered Therapy by attending
training events at the level that matches your interest
and resources - time, energy and money - frmr exploring
SCT to making a commitment tro fomlal raining. The
time, energy and money invested in SCT training varies
from time tro time for members, based on life
circumstances.

The SCT approach !o training is functional. The
emphasis is less on "checking off' cer0ain experiences
than on actually mastering the theory, methods, and the
techniques.

Five working levels have emerged for people intprested
in learning SCT:

. Exploration

. Foundation Training

. Intennediate Training

. Advanced Training

. Trainer Training (no formal training yet at this
level)

level is tle personal development and training that
comes from working in an on-going experiential training
group, and working with sufficient intensity to explore
and contain one's own issues with authority. At a
minimum, an experiential training group and some work
with theory re foundations to further work in SCT. If you
find yourself'exploring this shift into more structured
training, you can make contact with an SCT Mentor to
find out more about the training process.

Having learned to work as members in an SCT group,
and to understand and conhin the dynamics of their own
authority issue, people become eligible to move to
Intennediate training experiences. The Intennediate
level of training introduces more focus on theory, on the
technical skills of SCT, on managing role boundaries,
and on containing the dynamics of a group. As the
training program emerges, the transition tro Inteflnediate
work increasingly involves working in the Containing
role in experiential groups, that is, working as a group
member, but with the addition of conscious awareness of
oneself as a function of the group and of the group in
which one is functioning. Major components of
Int€flnediate training are the two 5-Day Training
sequences. The 5-Day Skill training workshops focus on
the technical skills of defense modification in Modules I
and 2, and the management of oneself in relation to
changing roles and goals as member and mentor. The 5-
Day Authority Issue training group is an experiential
gtoup working the issues of Module 3 in depth. At the
Intemediate level, participants work in a Theory group
and a Supervision group in addition to thefu ongoing
Experiential group.

irii,:.:irr:lj.:.:.i.,.:.,:!:,it;i:.i!:i,:i:ii.i:,:fiD-IFANGED:iiiil[BAflYING:.:.:::l:::::,.lllll:l:l:::::::::::::::ll:::::;::::::::

Advanced training roles and activities are emerging.
These will be a blend of experiential work, theory and
supervised application, with an emphasis on the
integration of comprehensive and apprehensive
understanding in Oe context of managing all relevant
boundaries in an application setting. An essential part d
Advanced training is the ongoing Cohort Cnoup
(developed ftour membership on the authority Issue
Group), which takes on tasks as well as developmental
functions.

No formal training has emerged yet at this level. Some
elements of training experiences are available as staff
members for the Saturday Series at Friends Hospital in
Philadelphia and in some SCT Weekend Workshops

In exploring SCT you can attend training events onoe c
as many times as you find useful. Some find the
experiential work valuable fu personal growth; others
want to learn the theoretical approach well enough 0o

compare it to their own; others use elements of theory
and technique in their curent practical applications. At
this level of participation, you are your own guide,
sipping or drinking deeply as your interests and resources
permir

::::llii:::::::::llliiiiiilll ilrg$lNDA.troN,l,itr*#IE[ING.,l,l,:il,,,li:,:,,,:,;,:,l,:,:,:'l,:,l,:,:,:

Some people discover enough value in SCT theory and
practice to consider making SCT a primary orientation to
tleir work. At this point it begins 0o matter whether their
accumulating training experiences ate building a
foundation for later woft. Especially important at this
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FIRST MONDAY OF TIIT' MONTH:
SAMPLINGSCT
Everybody is welcome to atteDd an intre
duaory "erplaining aud explaing" of the
SCT experience. Container Role training
available for erperienced SCT members,
Where: Philadelphia Cornty Medical Society
2lst & Spring Garden Streets (On-site parking)

When:6:0O9:00 pn
The first Monday of each month except
for August and September.

Registration: $50 ou-sirc a in advance.

Contrc't: Yvonne fuazarian
Ql5) 561-7428 for information.

' MONDAYS: SCT TRAINING GR.OUP

Permanent nrembership in an ongoing
experiential training group from 6:0G?:30 pm"
Skill training in SCT tedrniques of funaional
subgrorping, boundarying, and the hierarchy
of defense modifrcation.
Optional T'ai Chi : from7:30 pm-8:15 prn

, Where: Philadelphia County Medical Society
2lst & Spring Garden Sneets (On-site parking)

. When:6:0G7:30 prn
Every Monday (first Monday of t}e month
optional) Grotp does mt tneet in August

. Retistrdion: $25 on-site or in advance.

. Contsct: Yvonne Agazarian
Ql5) 561-7428 for information

. LAST WEDNESDAY OF IIIE MONTE:
SCTTRAININGDAY
with Yvome Agazarien
The SCT uaining day includes:
Theory Seminer 9:0G10:45 am

Eryeiienfiat TnNiring Group I I:0G 12:30 pm
I*adership Practicum l:3G3:0 prn

Supervision 3 :0G4:30 pxn
These courses can be trken scpEately or tog€*her.

. Where: Friends Hcpital,4&ll Roosevelt
Blvd. On-site parking.

. \ilhen:The last Wed. of eadr monrh
excep fo August.

. Registrstion:
$4O any single session
$35 each for any two or three sessions
$125 for full day (Airline Commuters: $100)

. Contect: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
Fran Can* Ql5) 988-9523, c Claudia Blram
Q 1 5) 56 l -O3 41 fa informatioo.

LAST WU)IIESDAY OFTHE MONTET
SCTTRAIIIING GROT]P
Perrnanent rrembership in an ongoing ex-
periential raining grorp.

Skill training in SCT tedrniges of
fuaaiond subgroping, borinaarying,
and the hierarchy of defense modificaion, erc.

Where: I83l Cheshut Sreel Phila., PA

Y9hcn: 6OG9:00 prn
The last Wednesday of the month excep
fc August.

Registretion: $50 on-site or in advance.

Contrd: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-742t
fc more infcrnation.

. I"AST FRIDAY OF TIIE MONTII:
ADVAI{CED SCT TRAINING DAY
with Yvomc fus:arien
The SCT training day includes:
Theory l2:G1:15 pm
Supenisioo: l:3G2:45 pm (bring lunch)

Ler<lership Prxticum: 2:5G4:05 pm
F,ryerientiel Group: 4:15-5:45 prn
(itwitatian anly)

. Yfhere: l83l Che,stnut Street, Phila, PA

. When: (sees times listed above)
The last Friday of each month except for
August

. Registretion: $25 for each single session
Payment on-site or in advance.

. Contsca: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-742E
for informatio.

. LAST FRIDAY OF THE MONIE:
ADVANCED SCT TRAIMNG GR.OT]P
Pennanent membership in an advanced
ongoing experiential training grorp that
meets monthly (Membqship by hvitation oaty)

. Where: l83l Chastnut Street, Phila-, PA

. When: 4:15 - 5:45 pm

. Cootrct: The telephone tree.

. TWICEA MONTH TRIDAY PEER.
LEADERSHIP PR.ACTICUM:
Peer led group lhat gives opportunity for
members to pracrice taking a leadership role.

. When: First Friday of the Month 2:3G4:0O pm
and Next to [:st Friday of Month 4:15-5:45 pnr

For information cort*t: Anite Simoo
(2tS) 76n,-sil4 or (215) 561.G341 *3

. SX SATTJRDAYS. FRIEI{DS HOSPTTAL
Two tracks offered with didactic, pactice,
experiential and review components for people
new to SCT and peofle with priorSCT
expeneuoe.

. Formdetim Level:
Fundarcntals of SCI (forncw nerten otd
people with some exposure)

. Intemediate l-evel:
Work in the containing role as a step toward
SCT leader role. Particular attention to
awareness of boundaries, recognizing and
undoing the defenses tltat itrhibit resonaDce,
and learning to sit at the edge of the unknown
and contain. (Mtut be Cuolitied|

. Advaoced Level: Staffroles offer leadership
training in preparation fa leading workshops.

. Vfhere: Friends Hospital, 48ll Rmsevelt Blvd.
Ou-site parking.

. IVhen: Foundation lrvel: 8:30 am to 4:00 pm
Intermadiate l,evel: 8:30 am to 5:00 pm

January 4,1998
N. Subgrouping in the Phases of Group
Development : Phase Oac-Tlu ldcntified
Patient, the Scapegoat & thc marry relaion-
ships a autbrtty.
Febraary 2E, 199t
V. Subgrouping in thc Phases of Group
Development: P luse Two-hcLar.tmcnts md
D is enchaanenB h Intinacl
M.rdr 21, l99t
VI. Subgrouping in the Plases of Group
Development: Phase Three-The role of the
Systems- Centered Member and Vlork in
Context

Note: The next full series begins in September.
Specific dates to be announced.

September 1998
I. I*aming How to Subgruup
October 19t
II. How to Develop alYor*ing Granp
I)ecember 1998
III. How to Get Through Group Defens*

. Registretion: $100 per session, $5,tO for the
entire series (Attend all or any part of serics.
Wo* / Excharye optiotts possible as always)

. Cont*t: Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341

l....i...:::.::,:::::::r::l:l...l....ili..i..iiiir..l.ht[i.HHIfi..r.:i:::::i;iiiii.iiii:r:r:i:::i:i:i:rr:iririiiiii:ii:i.iil

. SCT WEEKEND TRAINING GROUP
Whei* February 6.8, 198 witt Fru Crrter
and Susen Gaott
Oaober 23-25, 1998 with Yvmroc Agezarien,
Fru Carter md Sosm Gantt
For information : Susan Gans (4M)352-5393

. MOMHLYTRAININGGROUP
with Susan Gantt
Monthly experiential SCT trainhg grop with
4ggy presentatiou and one hour of super-
usror UIrE.

. I{here: l8l9 Peachtree Road, Suite 603,
Atlanta GA 30309

. When: l2:0G5:0pm
Generally meets ttrc first kiday of the month.

. Registretion open: $150.

. Contact: Susan Gantt (4[,4) 352-5393

. s.DAY INTRODUCTORY AI\[D
INTERMEDIATE TRAINING IN YORIq
with Yvonne Agazerian and Fran Cerier

. When: Sepember 7 throrgh 9, 1998

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
or Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 or
LizWilson (Olg04) 43483
Fax (01904) 443475

CONSULTANTS:
Yvone Ags".arian and Kenneth Eisold

. Y9here: Racquet Club of Philadelphia. Whenr Much2629, 1998

. Registration: $550 early, $600 late.. Contact: Susan Gantt (fi4) 352-5393



. TTVE.DAY INTENMEDIAT! WORKSHOPS
SXILLTRAINING

By invitrtion mly: This is a five-day intensive
sEll raining in SCT techniques with video tape
fe€dback and peer review. Intermediate
training is for ihoe who have been involved in
SCT for al least two years and are currently in
an ougoing SCT training grorp. Opportuuity for
working in thc Mentor Rolc,

. Wtcn: Sprbe h*ermcdletc Workshop X
l:00 pm Sunday, Apil 19 to 6O0 pm Thurday,
April 23, 1998. Mentcr Training with Fran
Ci:rter, Sanuday, Apnl 18, 8:30 am - 5:0 pm

. TYhene: Racquet Club of Philadelphia
o Whca: FaA Inbrmcdiatc lYo*shop lll

l:00 pm Sunday, November 16 to 6:00 pm
Thurs&y, November n, 1997.
Mentor training with Fran Carter, Saturday,
Noven$er 15, 1997 from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm.

. Whene: The Meeting Place Conference Center

. Registration:
For-Spriag: $575 before April 6, $625 after.
Fa Fall : $550 before November 3, $600 after.

. Contact: Yvonne Agazariao (215) 561-7428 ot
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 informatiou/mitcria.
Mickie Rocen (215> 947-2818 rcgistration:

GIVING & TAKING AUTHORITY

By invitdion ooly: Clced Membership
. When: Spriry Authority Issue Group II

l:00 pm Suuday, April 19 to 6:00 pm Thursday,
April 23, 199E

. Wherc: Racquet Club of Philadelphia

. When: Fall Authority Issue Gmup II
l:0 pm Sunday, November 15 to 6:00 pm
Thursday, November 19, 1998.

. Where: The Meeting Place Conference Center

' Regietrstion:
Spring: $575 before April 6,1997, $625 after.
Fill :1550 befae Nov. 3, 1997, $600 after.

. Contr{: Yvonne Agazarian for bfamation.
For registration: Mickie Rosen Qls) 947-2818

. WEEKEIID SCT WORKSHOPS
Introductcy aud Experienced Group nrember-
ship available. Oportunity for working in the
Container and Mentor R.oles.

. Gnow A: For peqle new to SCT or for mce
experienced nrembers who want to wcrk in the
coataining role.

o Gnosp B: For people experienced in Systems-
Centered wck who want to wqk in the second
phrse of group &velopnrenL

. VYhen: Sprirg Wcdred Wortshop XVI
I :00 pm Friday, April 24 to l:00 pm
Sunday, April 26,1998

. Wherc: Racquet Club of Philadelphia

. When: FIII Weekend Workshop XVII
l:00 prn Friday Nov. 2O to l:0 pm
Sunday, Nov.22, l99t

. TYhere: The Meeting Place Conference Center

. Resfutrdion:
For-Spring: $375 before April 6, $425 after.
Fcr Fall: $350 before November 3, $400 affer.

. Cootec{: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428 q
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 for inforrnation.
For regisnation: Mickie Rosen Ql5)947-2818

. FIRST TEURSDAY OF TEE MONTE:
TICfINDATION LEVEL SCT TRAIhIING
with Yvonoe Agezerian & Fran Crrter

. Where: Washingtoo Square Institute, NYC

. When:
Theav: 8:3G9:00 am
Erperlential Practicum 9:0 am-12:00 noon
Leadership Practicum and Review
12:15-2:45 pm
Supervision: 3 :G4:45 prn
Groups meet on the first Thursday of the month
(after the first Wcdnesday) The group does
not meet in August r Sepember.

. Registrstion: Theory and Experiential
Practicum$ 125, Iradership Practicum $90,
Supervision $75
Full day fee $24O
Airline commuters full day $215

. CoDtrct! Yvonne Agazarian Qls) 561-742E
or Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. TIIRST WEDNESDAY OF TEE MONII:
INTERMEDIATE SCT TRAIMNG
with Yvomc Agezrrien & Fnn Cartcr

. Wherc: Washington Square Institute, NYC

. When: Theory: lO@ll:45 am
Supervision Group: l2OGl:45 pm
Erperiential Grorp:2:G3:00 pm aud
kadership Praaicum: 3:G4:00 pm
Review: 4:0G5:00 pm.
Groups meet the fust \Yednesday of
each month.
The group does not mea in
August or SeFember.

. Registralion: Theory $75, Supervision 975,
Experiential wirh lradership kacticum $90,
Review $35 additional charge.
Full day $200 + $35 for Review
Airline commuters full day $175 + $35 Review

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian Qls) 561-7428
or Fran Carter (215) 9EE-9523

. T'IRST FRIDAY OF THE MONIE:
DPERJENTIAL GROUP
with Yvonne Agazarian

This is a closed experiential group
. 'Where: Washington Square Institute, NYC
. When: Group meets on the frsr Friday

of the month
Group does not me€t in August or September.

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-742E

. TRIDAYS DURING TEE MONTE:
FOUI\,DATION LEVEL
EXPERIENTI,AL TRAIMNG GR.(XJPS

Both foundation level granps focus on how to
develop a systerns-centered group and wrk
through the first phase of grorp development

. When: Friday rnomings,9:30 am-12:30 pm.
with Fran Carter and Jon McCormick

. Vfhere:88 University Place, #8A, New York

. Registratiqn: For specific dates, fees and
queslions

. Contsct: Jon McCormick Ql2) 9295333 or
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. VYhen: Friday aftenroonsr 2:00 pm-5:00 pn

. with Fran Csrter snd Nina Klebanofi

. W'here: 27 West 72nd Street, NYC 10023

. Registration: For specific dates, fees and
questrons

. Contact: Nina Klebanoff QlZ) 87'l-4916 or
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. BOSTON TRAINING WEEKEND
with Yvonnc AgserieD

. Where: 259 Massachusetts Ave.,
Arlingtou, Mass.

. VYhen:
Spring Weekend Wortshop: March 2l -22,1998
Iheory & kadership hacticum: Mardt 23 th
9:0Gl:00 pm
Fallrtcckcnd Wo*shop: October 17-18, 1998
Experiential & didaaic with opportunity for
Container R.ole.
Theory & l,eadership Practicum: OcL l9th
9:0Gl:@pm
. Registrcion: Z-day fee:$275 early $325 late.

The.ay Grqrp:$75, $50 if taken with the
weekend workshop

. Contec't: Steve Weinstein (617) 488-3613

. BOSTON ONC,OING TRAIMNG GROUP
with Fren Crner end Stcve l{chst€in
Erperiential grop wilh lecture.

. Wherc: E6 Boston Ave.
West Medford, MA 02155

. Wheu: l:0G4:0O pm. First Suday of month,

. Regirtreti,onr $80 on-site.

. Contect: Steve Y/einstein (617) 488-3613

. SCT TRAIMNG WEEKEND IN AUSTIN
with Yvonre Agzarien snd Fru Crrtcr
Inroductory and intermediate experiential
group nrembership available. Training roles
open to qualified People.. Whene: The Meeting Plac€ Conferetrc€ Center

. When: Jum 19-21, 19S
. Registrrtion: $350 in advance a on-site.
. Contect: Rich Armingtoo (512) 3060166

. WED. EXPERIENTIAL STI.DY GROTJP
Gro.p meets tlre 2nd and 4th S/ednesday of the
nnnth fa SCT training.

. YYhene: Austin, Texas

. Y9hcn: l2:0 noon-l:30 pm

. Conlrc{: Rich Armington (512) 3060166

. WED. SCT SI,]PER,VISION
vith R.idl Armingto end Susan Cessam
Grorry meets every other Wednesday
for SCT consultation.

. Yfhcre:2525 Wallingwmd Dr. Suite #701

. When:9:3Gll:00am

. Codrct: Rich Arminglon (512) 3060166 or
Susan Cassano (5 12) 127 - 4 17 O

. NEWFOT]NDATONLEVEL
TRAIMNG GROTJP FORMING
ylh Sussn I -.ge md Sydmr Sikce

Weekly 90 minute sessions will inclu&
didactic and experiential learning

. Whcnc: To be aomuoced

. V[hcn: Time to be determined by upmbers.

. Cotact: Susan l,ange (5L434e1795

. THURSDAY SCT TRAINING GROUP
with Ridr fumingtm ud Susstr Cssano
A combination of experiential, wdg theory,
and shll building

. Whero 2525 Wallingwood Drive Suite #701

. When: Weekly 8:3G10:00 Thursday mornings

. Cootact: fuch Armington (512) 3060166 or
Susan Cassano (5 LZ) 327 - 417 0
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